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FOREWORD 

This report has had classified material removed in order to 
make the information available on an unclassified, open 
publication basis, to any interested parties. This effort to 
declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to 
support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Review 
(NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the 
low levels of radiation received by some individuals during the 
atmospheric nuclear test program by making as much information 
as possible available to all interested parties. 

The material which has been deleted is all currently 
classified as Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under 
the provision of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended) or 
is National Security Information. 

This report has been reproduced directly from available 
copies of the original material. The locations from which 
material has been deleted is generally obvious by the spacings 
and "holes" in the text . Thus the context of the material 
deleted is identified to assist the reader in the determination 
of whether the deleted information is germane to his study. 

It is the belief of the individuals who have participated 
in preparing this report by deleting the classified material 
and of the Defense Nuclear Agency that the report accurately 
portrays the contents of the original and that the deleted 
material is of little or no significance to studies into the 
amounts or types of radiation received by any individuals 
during the atmospheric nuclear test program. 



(NO. 1) 

gperation Order 
CJTF SEVEN No. 3-53 

1. The folkxing corrections snd inclosed pages constitute Change 
No. 1 to CJTF SEVW Operation Order No. 3-53. The inclosed pages should 
be inserted in their proper places end the rescinded pages removed and 
destroyed in accordance with applicable security regulations. New pages 
C-l and C-2 replace original page C-l only and require renumbering of 
subsequent pages. 

2. b$e the following pen and ink corrections: 

J a. Annex A, pag 3, p g p 5 - After last sentence add 
ItIn the event unidentifiz %cr&?seF t:e test area, CTG 7.3 will 
alert CTG 7.4 regarding the situation. CTG 7.4 will direct test air- 
craft to depart the ares on appropriate headings and control of the 

ert to CTG 7.3 for the duration of the defensive effort." 

I PaR 4rpa=@P - Change last sentence to 
read: Vh?w~% Llandeiilift wi.l?bi fontrolled by CTG 7-4 
utilizing EBM aircraft made available by the CO, Naval Station, 

Annex A, Appendix I snd II 
EiEsTRIcT~"to UNcLASSIFIaL 

- Change classification from 

J d. Annex C, Page C-2 (before renumber - Delete first seven 
lines at top of page. 

J 
8. AnnexC, PageE4, paramaph 9, linel- Addthenord 

%&aarinet~ between "fore and %ontacLs 

J 
f. Annex c, Pab? 5.PaaraPhl2,lineg -Deletewords 

"SECURITX INFOIiiiiTION" 2 k&i&e words "FLTSi'FICTED DATA." 

J g. Annex C, Pam C-5, parsmaPhl2. Une 9 - Delete words 
"RESTFUCTED - SESUFITX INFORMATION" and substitute the mzd ecoNFIDENTIAD.s 

h. Annex E, Page %2 - Add Project 3-l+, ~~Neutralization of 
Mine Fields. It 

/ i. Annex Ii, Pwe H-l. ParatzraPh f -Delete and reletter 
subsequent paragraphs. 

4 Annex H, paRe H-3, Pzmmraph z (before reletterinn) - Add 
second sentence as follows: lAeaume control of shot ares as necessary 
for air defense, alerting ClG 7.4 accordingly.to pennit removal of test 
aircraft fmmthe area ‘affected.” 

coPYNo. /2d 
JTF IOG NO, S-541 



k. Annex L, Page 62. uararzraph 3d(2) - Change to read: 
UEmergerzcyor routine administrative messages not concerned with 
Operation CASTLE which may be transmitted over normal Navy circuits." 

/ I.. Annex L, paRe L-2. paragmph 3d(a - Delete and re- 
nu&er paragraph 3d(8) to read 3d(7). 

J 
a. Annex L, page L-6, paragraph ba(8) and page L-7, 

paragraph 6c(6) - Substitute WYUtt for "Firing Party." 

4 Annex L, page L-7, naracrauh 6cU) - Change the word 
l'plantl to r 

z 
d '$1&t." 

annex M, Appendix III, paaes M-III-1 and M-III-2 - Change 
to CONPIDIBTIAL. 

Annex N, page N-4, paragraph 68, 7i and 73 - Change 
referenceP~7~t1 to read "7k." 

q. Annex N, Appendix I, P afze N-I-4, uaranranh 17c(3) - Change 
reference %att to read l15a.lt 

3. Attention is invited to CJTF SEVj!N dispatch 1707472 Jan. 
Effective 17 January 1954, CJTF SEVJJ Operation Plan No. 3-53 became 
an operation order. 

4 Incl Pr w1 CLVdBoN 
1. Pages C-l and C-2 (Rev,) 
2.AnnexD 

Major Gen;zkdi;S. Arqy 

2'znn; (Rev.) 
. 

DISTFLJBUTION: 

Holders of CJTF SEVEN 
OpOrder No. 3-53 

OFFICIAL: 

Colonel, U. S. Air F&e 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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HEADQUARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Washington 25, D. C, 
10 November 1953 

Operation Plan 
CJTF SEVEN No. 3-53 

Chart References: a. 

b. 

C, 

Task Organization 

a, Task Group 7.1 

b, Taek Group 7.2 

c, Task Group 7.3 

d, Task Group 7.4 

e. Task Group 7.5 

1. General 

U.S. Navy Hydrographic Chart No. 5203, North 
Pacific Ocean, Marshall Islands. 

U.S. Navy Hydrographic Chart No. 6032, North 
Pacific Ocean, Narshall Islands - Northern Part - 
Bikini Atoll. 

U.S, Navy Hydrographic Chart No. 6033, North 
Pacific Ocean, Marshall Islands, Eniwetok Atoll. 

(Scientific) Dr. William E. Ogleo LASL 

(A~v) Colonel Edward H. Lahti, USA 

(Naw) Rear Admiral Henry C. Bruton, USN 

(Air Force) Brig. General Howell M. Estes, USAF 

(AKC Base Facilities) Mr. James E. Reeves, AEC 

a, Scope of Instructions 

(1) This operation plan covers the period of operations from the 
time major elements of the joint task force are deployed in the for- 
ward area until the completion of on-site operations. It is publish- 
ed at this time for planning purposes only and is subject to period- 
ic revision and refinement as more detailed information becomes 
available. When so directed by the Commander, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
(CJTF SEVEN), this plan will became effective as an operation order 
covering overall on-site operations and will supersede Operation 
Order No. l-53. 

(2) "Forward Area'!, as the term is used in this plan, is defined 
as that area encompassing the MARSHALL ISLANDS, 

(3) nENIMZTOK-BIKINI Danger Area", as the term is used in this 
plan, is that area encompassing RNIWEIOK and BIKINI ATOLLS and 
bounded by the meridians 160'35P - 16646l east longitude, and by 
the parallels 1045' - 
miles). 

12'45 north latitude (an area of 150 by 350 

(4) l*Closed Area", as the term is Used in this plans is defined 
as including the land areas of ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOILS, the water 
areas of the respective lagoons and the water areas within three (3) 
miles to the seaward side of the respective land areas. 

(5) "Atoll Commander, ENIWETOK (ATCOM IXtWETOK)tl, as the term 
is used in this plan, is the commander of the area defined in sub- 
paragraph (3) above, JTF SEVEN elements on KWAJALEIN and on task 
force weather islands. 

-l- 



Operation Plan 
CJTF SKVKN No. 3-53 

2. 

b. General Situation 

(1) In accordance with directives from the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
(JCS), CJTF SEVEN will conduct tests of experimental weapons and 
devices on KNIWTOK and BIKINI ATOLLS early in 1954 and will make 
experimental measurements proposed by the Atomic Energy Commission 
(AKC) and the Department of Defense (DOD), as approved by their re- 
spective agencies. All weapons and devices will be statically deton- 
ated. 

(2) By authority of the JCS, CJTF SKKKN exercises full opera- 
tional control and certain administrative control of the task groups 
during on-site operations. This administrative control is defined 
as that exercised for the purpose of establishing communications 
channels and coordinating reports, mwement and fiscal matters, ex- 
clusive of those pertaining to the administration of the AKC proving 
ground and AX contractors, subcontractors and other participating 
agencies. (CJTP SKVKtJ No. 2-53, Administrative Order, refers). 

(3) Dy authority of the Chairman, AKC, the commander of the 
joint task force is designated as the senior representative of the 
AKC in the forward area during on-site operations. 

(4) By decision of the JCS on 2 April 1953, CJTF SEVEN reports 
to the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC) for movement control, 
logistic support and for the purpose of general security with re- 
spect to the task force and EXWFZTOK and BIKINI ATOLLS. 

(5) Intelligence. Securitv and Public Information. Annex C ap- 
plies. 

(6) Friendly Forces. JTP SKVKK consists of units from the mill- 
tax-y Services and personnel of the AEC, its contractors, subcon- 
tractors and other participating agencies. 

Mission 

a. JTP SKVEX will: 

(1) Conduct tests of experimental weapons and devices on 
KNIW?ZTOK and BIKINI ATOLLS as soon as preparations are complete. 

(2) Conduct experimental tests and measurements for the AEC and 
DOD as approved by their respective agencies. 

b. CJTP S?gVK!?, as ATCOM WOK, will: 

(1) Upon commencement of the operational phase of CASTLE, assume 
responsibility within the forward ares for security of JTF SEVEN and 
ENIWEPOK and EIKINI ATOLLS. 

(2) To the maximum capability with the forces assigned: 

(a) Knforce the status of KNIWKTOK, ubich was closed effec- 
tive 1 December 1947 pursuant to the provisions of the Strategic 
Trusteeship for the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and 
BIKINI ATOLLS, which was closed effective 2 April 1953. 

(b) Limit entry into the KNlWl'OK-BIKINI Danger Area to 
authoriaed vessels and aircraft. 

-2- 



O-eration Plan 
CJTF SEVEN No. 3-53 

3_ Tasks for Subordinate Units 

a, Scientific Task Group ('TG 7.1) will: 

(1) Csnduct, tests of the experimental weapons and devices. 

(2) Conduct the technical and measurement programs (Annex K). 

(3) Conduct technical report film operations (Annex T), 

Refer to Annex F for summary of tasks. 

b. Army Task Group (TG 7.2) will: 

(1) Provide a mobile defense force for the ground security of 
ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS. 

(2) Operate port, base and military communications facilities at 
ENIWETOK and certain military installations at BIKINI in accordance 
with existing AEC-DOD agreements. 

(3) Provide and operate the overall military communications sys- 
tem for handling all forward area joint task force inter-atoll and 
long-haul traffic (exclusive of air operations, air weather, inter- 
nal naval communications and the 'Ni 7.1 inter-atoll radio circuit). 

(4) With certain personnel augmentation from TG 7.4, provide 
logistic support for those elements of the joint task force based on 
ENIWETOK ISLAND. 

Refer to Annex G for summary of tasks. 

c. Navy Task Group (TG 7*3)_will: 

(1) Provide for the security of the KNIWETOK-BIKINI Danger Area 
by: 

(a) Maintaining the status of the Vlosed Area". 

(b) Detecting, warning and escorting unauthorised vessels 
and aircraft out of the Danger Area. 

(2) Provide suitable water transportation, air and surface es- 
cort and shipboard assembly facilities for the weapons and devices 
to meet the requirements of the Commander, 'IG 7.1. 

(3) Provide shipboard command and control facilities for CJTF 
SlIPEN, with command and administrative space for CTG 7.1, C'E 7.4 
and CTG 7.5 afloat. 

(4) Assume operational control of inter-island helicopter air- 
lift system at BIKINI and provide ship to shore and inter-island 
surface and helicopter transportation, primarily at BIKINI, to in- 
clude flights for damage survey and recovery of scientific data. 

(5) Provide shipboard facilities to house designated elements 
of the joint task force while afloat, including pre-shot evacuations 
as directed by CJTF SEVEN. 

(6) Support 'IG 7.1 directly with ahips, aircraft and small craft 

-3- 



Operation Plan 
CJTF SEV!W No. 3-53 

required in experiments and projects and as otherwise directed by 
CJTF SEVFN, 

Refer to Annex Ii for SUIDIM~~ of tasks. 

d, Air Force Task Group (TG 7.4) will: 

(1) Assume operational control of the inter-atoll airlift system 
and the inter-island airlift system at ENIWEZOK (Annex 0). 

(2) Execute assigned CASTLE missions to include cloud sampling, 
effects tests aircraft operations, communications services, search 
and rescue, technical report photography aircraft operations, wea- 
ther service, Military Air Transport Service (MATS) terminal opera- 
tions and official observer flights. 

(3) Provide air controller and other supervisory personnel for 
the air operations center aboard the command ship (USS KSTES). 

Refer to Annex I for summary of tasks. 

e, AKC Base Facilities Task Group ('E 7.51 will: 

(1) Continue to execute missions assigned by the Manager, Santa 
Fe Operations Office (SFOO) in accordance with current AFX policies. 

(2) Operate and maintain certain installations and facilities 
at ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS in accordance with existing agreements 
with C!lG 7.1 and between the AEC and DOD. 

(3) Provide necessary base facilities and logistic support for 
military personnel at FNIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS in accordance with 
existing agreements. 

(4) Provide necessary test facilities to meet the scientific re- 
quirements and inform CJ!CF SEVEN of significant developments affec- 
ting his overall mission. 

Refer to Annex J for summary of tasks. 

x. Task Group Commanders will: 

(1) Prepare plans for the accomplishment of all tasks assigned 
herein and forward copies of such plans to arrive in this headquar- 
ters not later than 1 January 1954. 

(2) Provide personnel, as required, for participation in the 
defense of ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS. All military personnel based 
on ENIWETOK ISLAND will, to the extent practicable, be trained in 
and available for ground defense (Annex K)* 

(3) Submit reports for historical and other purposes to CJTF 
SEVEN in accordance with current JTP SKVEN directives. 

(4) When so notified by CJTP Sm that units of equipment are 
released, return the equipment to parent organizations. 

(5) Exercise maximum economy in the conduct of all operations. 
Attention is directed to letter, subject: Wonsenation of Funds, 

-4- 



Operaticn Plan 
CJTF SFXEX No, 3-53 

4. 

5‘ 

Time and Resources” s published by CJTF SEVEX on 8 May 1953. 

Administrative and Logistical Matters. CJTP SWW No. 2-53, Admin- 
EEZYve Order, applies. 

Command and Signal Matters 

a. Command Relationships 

(1) Annex B applies. Also, see CJTF SEVEN letter, subject: 
"Exercise of Command", dated 2 October 1953. 

(2) The senior task force officer based at KWAJALRIN will coor- 
dinate matters involving task force activities (except movement 
control) at that station. 

(3) The Commander, IG 7.4 exercises control for all JTF SEVER 
activities on the weather islands, to include administration and 
suPPlY* 

b. 

CO 

d. 

Command Posts 

m DURING BIKINI OPEXATIONS DURING RNIWRTGK OPERATIONS 

CJTF SEVEN USS ESTES (AGC-12) PARRYISLAND 

Cl-G 7.1 USS ESTFS (AGC-12) PARFEISLAWD 

CTG 7.2 EWIWEI'OK ISLAND ENHETOX ISLAND 

CTG 7.3 USS BAIROKO (CVE-lls) PARFE ISLAND or CVX 

CTG 7.4 USS ESTES (AGC-12) EOK ISLAND 

CTG 7.5 USS EYES (AGC-12) PARRYISLAND 

Conrmunications. Annex L applies. 

Time zone uH" applies for forward area activities. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Wajor General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

Annexes : 

A - Concept of Operations 

Appendix: 
I - Wap of Eniwetok Atoll 
II -Map of Bikini Atoll 
III - Forward Area Native Population 

B - Organization and Command Relationships 

Appendix: 

-5- 



geeratIon Plan --_I_ 
CJTF SEVEN No. 3-53 

I- Organdsation for Operation CASTLE 
II - Command Channels, JTF SEC'EIJ Afloat 

C - Intelligence, Security and Public Information 

D- Troop and Equipment List 

E- Scientific Test Programs (RESTRICTED DATA - Limited Distribution) 

F- Scientific Task Group Summary of Tasks (TG 7.1) 

G - Axmy Task Group Summary of Tasks (TG 7.2) 

H - Naval Task Group Surmnary of Tasks (TG 7.3) 

I- Air Force Task Group Summary of Tasks (TG 7.4) 

J - AEI: Base Facilities Task Group Summary of Tasks (TG 7.5) 

K - Hostile Action Alert Plan 

Appendix: 
I - Control of Electronic Radiation and Surface Lighting 

L - Communications 

Appendix: 
I - Principal 
II - VRF Voice 
III - JTF SEVER 

M - Weather Plan 

Appendix: 

Task Force HF Radio Circuits 
Radio Circuits, Eniwetok and Bikini Atolls 
Teletype Network 

I - Location Chart of Weather Units 
II -Weather Organization 
111 - Patrol Planes Weather Reporting Code 

N - Radiological Safety 

Appendix: 
I - Radiological Safety Regulations 
II - Radiological Safety Office and Center 
III - Hazards Resulting from Atomic Bomb Explosions 

o- Search and Rescue 

P- Boat Plan 

Q -Airlift Plan 

R - Shot Phase Evacuation and Reentry Plan 

s- Official Obserrrer Plan 

T - Photography Plan 

u- Radioactive Samples Return Plan (RESTRICTED DATA - Limited 
Distribution) 

-6- 





l-iEX%J~~XiX?S, Goxt Task Force X!JE!; 
Washington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

Annex A to CJTF SEVEX Operation Plan MO. 3-53 . 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

CONCEPT OF CPEF1ATIO'~S 

General. Operation CASTLE will be a series of atomic tests conducted 
mn 1954 at EBIWETOK and BIKI?X ATOLLS, MARSHALL ISLADDS. The 
operation will coilsist of seven (7) shots. This concept of opera- 
tions covers the period begirning .&th the deployment of major ele- 
nents of JTF SEVEN in the forward area and terminating with the COG 
pletion of tests, collection of scientific data and disposition of 
radioactive samples. 

Xission 

a. To conduct tests of experimental weapons and devices as outlined 
below. 

b. To conduct the technical and measurement programs. 

C. To provide for security of the joint task force and ENIWETOK and 
31KIR-i ATOLLS. 

Tasks for Subordinate Units. The conduct of missions 2a and 2b, 
above, is the responsibility of the Scientific Task Group. Other 
task groups will furnish the support necessary to fulfill these mis- 
sions. To insure successful accomplishment of the missions, this 
support will be coordinated by CJTF SEVEN. 

Shot Schedule (For prediction of yield and model, see Annex E, Scien- 
tific Test Programs). 

SHOT & CODZ 

al. BRAVO 

DATE 

B Day 
1 Mar 

#2 UNION U Day 
ll Mar 

#3 y- Y Day 
22Mar 

#4 ECHO E Day 
29 Mar 

fi.5 NECTAR 1: Day 
5 Apr 

#6 ROMED R Day 
15 Apr 

#7 KOON K Day 
22 Apr 

SITE 

BIKJNI - On reef 2950 feet, bear- 
250 T from SW tip of NAXU. 

BIKIRI (Barge).- Intersection of 
arcs with radii of 69~0 feet from 
YUIUXHI and three (3) statute 
miles from AOMOEN. 

BIKINI (Barge) - UNION crater. 

ENIWER'OK - EBERIRD ISLAND. 

BIKINI (Barge) - UPON crater. 

BIKINI (Barge) - UKIOB crater. 

BIKINI - ERIPUN ISLQlB I. 

A-l 



Concel;'ci :3perations 
EF SEVJZK No. 3-53 

:a Factors Significant to On-Site Operations -. 

a. EKfiS3TOK ATOLL will be the base of operations irrespective of 
the scope of activities at BIKINI ATOLL. 

b The principal port of entry for aircraft and the majority of 
shipping t&l remain at ENIWETOK ATOLL. Radio links with OABU, T.H. 
and LOS ALAMOS, NE;W MEXICO, will remain on ENIWETOK ISLAND, 

c. Pre-shot evacuation of joint task force elements will be con- 
ducted durine certain operations at BIKINI. See paragraph 10, below. 

d, One of the most critical operational factors during CASTLE will 
be population congestion at principal locations. In view of the an- 
ticipated conditions, task group commanders will assure that: 

(1) Personnel are not permitted to remain in the forward area to 
perform routine tasks capable of accomplishment at home stations, or 
fcr the sole purpose of witnessing the shots. 

(2) Personnel are redeployed from the forward area as soon as 
practicable after completion of their tasks. 

(3) Personnel will not be based at BIKINI longer than their 
operational mission requires. 

e. Joint task force and task group headquarters will be located at 
ENIWETOK ATOLL, with commanders and key operations staff personnel 
moving to BIKINI so as to be on site two (2) days before and one 
(1) day after each shot. Cl% 7.3 headquarters will be located on 
PARRY ISIMD until about one week prior to shot #l; thereafter, it 
will be located afloat on board the CVE unless otherwise directed 
by CJTF SEVENS Administrative and logistic staffs will remain at 
ENIWETOK ATOLL. CJTF SEVEN, task group commanders and key opera- 
tions staff personnel will be located as follows: 

DURING BIKINI SHOTS (D-2 to D&L) ATOTHEBTIMES 

CJTF SEVEN AGC PABBYISLAND 
ClG 7.1 AGC PARRY ISLAND 
C'IG 7.2 ENIWFZOK ISLAND ENIWETOKISLAND 
cl% 7.3 CVE PABBY ISLAND 0rCVE 
CTG 7.4 AGC ENIWETOKISLAND 
CTG 7.5 AGC PABBYISLAND 

f0 Six (6) of the seven (7) weapons and devices will be assembled 
on ENIWETOK ATOLL. 

g, Machine shop, laboratory, photographic, warehouse and stockroom 
facilities will remain on PARRY and ENIWETOK ISLANDS, except limited 
facilities at BIKINI. 

h. Preliminary assembly and testing of experimental equipment and 
rehearsals will be done at ENIWETOK ATOLL, to the extent practicable. 

i. The USS CUBTISS will be used as the principal shipboard facility 
for TG 7.1 scientific personnel and laboratory, shop and office 
space. 

A-2 



Concept cf CperatlonS 
CJTP SEVEN No‘ 3-53 

2 All major cryogenic work will be done at ENIWETOK ATOLL. 

k. The Army Task Group will be required to provide base facilities 
for approximately 2000 other taek force personnel, 

1, The comnand ship till be positioned within Vii7 comunications 
range of ENPU ISLAND during the BIKINI operations, 

m. Inflight refueling operations will not be conducted. During all 
shots at BIKINIj except KOON, ttie airstrip on ENINMAN ISLAND group 
may be used for emergency landing, The airstrip on ROI ISLAND, 
KWAJAIZIN ATOLL, will be avaflable for emergency landing, 

n During shots arid. rehearsals, cdmmand~ of joint Lask force air 
operations will be exercised through.the CIC of the command ship. 
The CIC h+ll be supervised by joint task force controllers provided 
by TG 7.4‘ These air controllers till control movement of !lG 7.4 
alrcraft and, in the interest of safety and positioning requirements, 
the activltles of such other aircraft as may be appropriate. 
c 
o. CJTF SEVEN will coordinate arrangements for sample Peturn 
flights. 

P‘ All shots at BIKINI will be detonated by the Firing Party on 
ENYU ISLAND. The mIWETOK shot will be detonated by the Firing Par- 
ty on PARW ISLAND. 

q0 All shots will be detonated before sunrise. Los Alamos Scientf- 
fit Laboratory shots will be one (1) to one-half (5) hour before and 
UCRL shots one-half (f) hour before. 

Population Durfnp Operational Phase. The following figures depict 
population distribution at ENIWEIQK and BIKINI ATOLLS during various 
phaees of the operation. (Th ese population figures will be subject 
to change in the near future due to revisions in shot locations). 

DURING BIKINI OPERIITIONS DURING ENIWETOK OPERATIONS 

Hq, JTF SJWR? 50 - AGC (25 Cabin Clase) 3 - AGC (2 Cabin Class) 
40 - PARRY ISLAND 87-PARRYISLAND 

WX Central 20 - AGC (10 Cabin Class) 20 - ENIWETOK ISLAND 

lG 7.1 80 - AGC (35 Cabin Class) 
50 - CVE (33 Cabin Class) 

1l.l - AV (98 Cabin Class) 
184 - AP ( Cabin Class) 
310 - ENINMAN ISLAND 
I.28 - Other islands of BIKINI 
95 -ENIwETOKISLAND 95 - ENIWETOK ISLAND 
605 -PARRYISLAND 840 - PARRYISLAND 
138 - Other islands of 150 - RWOA ISLAND 

MLWEPOK 

Tc 7-2 8 - AGC (2 Cabin Class) 

z 
-AP 
- BIKINI ATOLL 

983 - lNS?!3TOK ISLAND 997 - ENIWETOK ISLAND 
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DURING BIKINI OPERATIONS DURING ENIWETOK OPERATIONS 

7. 

8. 

9. 

n: 7.3 4230 - 
30 - 

$5 c, - 

Tc 7.4 8- 
28 - 

1579 - 

3"; : 

64 - 

TG 7‘5 30 - 

270 - 
491 - 
438 - 
954 - 
40 - 
143 - 

PARKY ISLAND 
Other islands of 

ENIWETOK 

- PARRY ISLAND 
- Other islands of 

ENIWXTOK 

Afloat 42m- Afloat 
PARRY ISLAND 60 - PARRY ISLAND 
ENIWETOK ISLAND 165 - EMIWETOK ISLAND 
KWAJALEXN 303 -, KWAJALEIN 

AGC (5 Cabin Class) 8 - AGC (5 Cabin Class) 
CYE (7 Cabin Class) 
EXIWlZTOK ISLAND 1619 - ENIWETOK ISLAND 
Weather Islands 84 - Weather Islands 
BIKINI ATGLL 
KWAJALEIN 64 - KWAJALEXN 

AGC (15 Cabin Class) 
AV ( Cabin Class) 
AP ( Cabin Class) 
ExMMAN1sLAND 
Other islands of BIKINI 
PARKZISLAND 1150 - PARRYISLAND 
E%IWEXOKISLAND 40 - ENIWEXOK ISLAND 
Other islands of - Other islands of 

ENIWETOK EXIWETOK 

Coordinated Inter-Island Airlift Operations. The limited availabi- 
lity of sircraft to support inter-island airlift operations will 
necessitate me utilization of all inter-island equipment in the 
forward area. To assure maximum utilization and provide efficient 
service in support of the overall task force mission, aircraft will 
be centrally controlled and dispatched by the commander responsible 
(C'E 7.3 at BIKINI and C'E 7.4 at mIWETOK) for providing the serv- 
ice. Using agencies will be required to plan their movement activi- 
ties well in advance to permit proper scheduling. 

Coordinated Inter-Atoll Airlift Operations. CTG 7.4 will provide 
an inter-atoll airlift system between EWIWlZTOK and BIKINI ATOILS 
with flights to other atolls in the forward area as required to 
support joint task force elements. Using agencies will be required 
to submit requirements well in advance to per&t proper scheduling. 
Subsequent to the last shot at BIKINI, the ENIWJZTOK-BIKINI service 
will be provided by PBW airoraft, taking off from EMIWJVTOK ISLAND 
airstrip and landing in the BIKINI lagoon. Except for MAJURO, which 
will be supplied by C-47, the weather island airli t will be con- 
t~dbyCT&&~~4L;Y 

Coordinated Boat PoolVOperations. Since both CTC 7.3 &d Cl'G 7.5 
will provide large scale boat pool service at BIKINI ATOLL for mul- 
tiple-using agencies, overall control of this activity by either 
task group commander will not be feasible. A joint task force 
scheduling panel consisting of representatives of 'IC 7.3 and 'IG 7.5 
will conduct boat pool operations at BIKINI ATOLL under the direct 
supervision of CJTF SEVEN. Prior to the last shot at BIKINI, the 
TG 7.5 boat pool will be evacuated to ENIWETOK at which time CTG 7.3 
will assume responsibility for all boat pool operations at BIKINI. 
ClG 7.2 and GIG 7.5 will continue to operate their respective boat 
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10, 

pools in accordance with existing procedures during the ENqWE'XX 
phase of the operation. ClG 703 will continue to operate those 
units of his boat pool at ENIWETOK during the BIKINI operational 
phase. 

Evacuation, Annex R applies, 

a. All BIKINI based personnel and equipment not directly involved 
in or essential to late preparations and shot operations will be 
phased to ENIWETOK ATOLL or permanently redeployed prior to B minus 
2 days, 

b The following evacuation procedures apply: 

(1) shot #l (BRAVO) q shct #2 (UNION) S shot #3 (YANKEE) L shot #5 

~UECTAR), Shot #6 iK!KED~ 

(a) With the exception of the Firing Party on ENYU (and 
possibly a small maintenance party on ENIRMAN) BIKINI ATOLL will be 
evacuated of all personnel. The number of personnel on ENYU (and 
ENIhXAN) will be within the capability of helicopter lift, 

(b) In the event of excessive contamination of the ENIRMAN 
ISLARD camp, a limited capability will exist for indefinite opera- 
tions from afloat. 

(c) Boat pool craft, not accompanying the evacuation to sea, 
will be either anchored in deep water in the southern part of BIKINI 
lagoon or beached on the ENINMAN ISLAND group or ENYD ISLAND. 

(2) Shot #7 (KOON). Total pre-shot evacuation of all personnel 
(less Firing Party on ENYU) will be necessary. Equipment not pre- 
viously redeployed to lQ?IWETOK ATOLL will be relocated on ENYU (and/ 
or BIKINI) ISLAND prior to shot time, 

(3) Snot #i+ (ECHO 1 p There will be no pre-shot evacuation of 
personnel or materiel from ENIWETOK ATOLL. Only the relocation of 
personneli equipment and small craft from the northern islands to 
ERIWETOK and PARRY ISLARDS will be necessary. 

(4) All ships of 'IG 7.3 will put to sea for each shot if not 
occupied in other operations at the non-involved atoll. Small craft 
at the affected lagoon which cannot be evacuated will be moored in 
deep water or placed ashore in areas affording greatest protection 
from blast, heat, wave action and radiological effects. 

c. Emergency Post-Shot Evacuation Capability 

(1) During the ENIWETOK operations the joint task force will 
maintain a capability for emergency post-shot evacuation. An emer- 
gency post-shot evacuation will be executed on order of CJTF SEVEN 
in the event radiological contamination conditions so dictate. Such 
evacuation will be for personnel safety only and will not involve 
materiel or personal belongings other than toilet articles. Any 
such evacuation will be capable of accomplishment on four (4) hours 
notice. 

(2) During shot phases at BIKINI (H Hour to H+24 hours) person- 
nel at ENIWETOK ATOLL will be in an alert status. Although remote, 
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there is a possibility that ENIWETOK will be subjected to radioact- 
ive fall-out during BIKINI operations. In the event radioactive 
fall-out is detected at ENIWETOK, a predesignated signal will be 
given at which time all personnel will proceed to covered areas 

’ (buildings, tents, etc,) and remain under cover until the all clear 
signal is sounded. Should excessive contamination become apparent, 
CJTF Sl!VRR will order that an evacuation be conducted, using avail- 
able aicraft, and specified task force vessels will proceed on order 
of CJTP SEVEN from BIKINI to ENIWEXOK to assist in the emergency 
evacuation of all endangered personnel. The provision of paragraph 
c(l) above will then apply. 

(3) If reentry to either or both atolls is delayed beyond the 
period that the joint task force can reasonably sustain itself afloat, 
provisions will be made for an alternate destination landing. 

d. Progressive Redeplogment. Personnel, equipment and materiel will 
be redeployed consistent with completion of tasks or as soon as they 
become surplus to the needs for accomplishing the missions of JTF _ 
SRVB40 The troop transport (AP) will be utilized to redeploy some 
boo personnel immediately after Shot #7 (KOON). 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

Appendix 

I - Map of Eniwetok Atoll 
II - Rap of Rikini rrTOLL 
III - Forward Area Native Population 

OFFICIAL: 

&g*/ e JR. 
Colonel, U.S. Air Force 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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Washington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

Amex B to CJTF SEVEX Operation Plan No. 3-52 

10 

2, 

3. 

L, 

5. 

6. 

7. 

G~G.4NISATION AND COMKm RELATIOIZSHIPS -- 

The organization and command relationships of the joint task force 
are depicted on the chart,s attached as appendices hereto. 

To Fnable CJTF SEVEN to exercise operational control while afloat, 
thti organization as outlired in Appendix II is established, 

ZJTF SEVEN erercises full operational contr-ol of the Army Task Group 
$. aLI TUIES and asFumes fail operational control of the Navy, Air 
Force an4 Srientlfic Task Groups upon arrival of their respective 
headquarters In the forward area0 He will assume operational con- 
trol of TG 7.5 upx commenceznent of the operational phase0 

The on-zite operational phase commences on a date agreed upon by 
the AEC and DOD. During the on-site phase the AEC designates CJTF 
SEVER; a: its overall representative in the forward area, thereby 
giving him complete operational control of the military and scienti- 
fic 3spsct.s of the operation. 

CJTF SEVEK coorlinates the activities of the Scientific Task Group 
and the AEC Base Facplities Task Group in accordance with existing 
AEC-CJTF policy agreements0 

While the task force headquarters is located at ENIWETOK, the task 
force commander assumes the additional responsibility of ATCOM 
EBIWETOK, under CINCPAC, per decision of the JCS on 13 April1951 
and letter G-3 322 JTF SEVEN TS (U Apr 53), DEPTAR, 23 April 1953, 
subject: YXrective for Conduct of Operation CASTLE". In the ab- 
sence of the task force commander, the senior task force officer 
presert riil discharge the responsibilities of CJTF SEVEN as ATCaM 
ENIWETOK, 

The senlor zoint task force officer at KWAJAIEIN will coordinate 
matters involving JTF SEVEN activities (except movement control) at 
that station0 

Appendix Po W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Aiiy 

I - Organization for Commander 
Operation CASTLE 

II - Command Channels, JTF SEVEN (Afloat) 

Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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In&l~;o S;i-pity and Public Information 
‘ -,? 

3. 

L, 

for this requirement. 
$ priority _. 

SeTur+ty. Security of classified information is the normal respon- 
sibility of any commander but this responsibility must be reevalua- 
ted in Operation CASTLE where tie operation is dealing with Atonuc 
Energy, a development which played an important part in terminating 
World War II and which constitutes such importance that it has been 
regulated, controlled and protected by Federal law. The responsibi- 
lity of each individual in properiy safegaaldirg classified informa- 
tion concern:ng atomic energy and in preventing its compromise by 
careless talk or correspondence must be understood by all military 
ranks and civilians, 

General Conception D The general conception of the measures to pro- 
Z3e security is as follows: 

a.. The ENIW!Zl'OK-BIKINI area of operations will be closed to all 
vessels, aircraft and personnel except those participating. Access 
to this area will be in accordance with regulations established by 
CINCPAC Serial 020. All areas within the EXlWETOK-BIKINI opera- 
tional area will be designated in accordance with the degrees of 
security required. 

b, Personnel participating in the operation will be cleared for 
loyalty and security in accordance with the varying degrees of re- 
sponsibility O 

c. The ENIWETOK-BIKINI area of operations is under the general pro- 
tection of CINCPAC. 

d. Regulations governing security published by the DOD and AEC con- 
tinue to apply to.members of JTF SEVEN. 

(1) 

(2) 

AR3f30-5andSR3SO-5-l) 
OPNAV Instruction 5510.1) 
AFB 205-l ) 
GM Security Bulletins ) 

For appropriate units 

Hq JTF SEVER Security Memoranda) 
Espionage Act 
Atomic Energy Act of 1946 

1 A$y&all members of 

AEC-DOD classification criteria) 

e. Task group commanders are responsible for security training of 
members of their commands. All personnel will be required to pass 
a basic security examin ation, prepared and distributed by Headquar- 
ters, JTF SEVEN. 

f. Each basic unit, ship or detachment participating in Operation 
CASTLE uill have an officer designated as Security Officer, whose 
primary duties will include security training, enforcement of secu- 
rity regulations and supervising the 
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recording the results of security examinations, 

5< Personnel Clearances, Each task group commander is responsible that 
a';L personnel participating in Operation CASTLE are cleared in 
accordance with CJTF SEVEN security memoranda. 

6, Classification Criteria. A "Classification Guide for Operation 
CASTLE" concerning all pertinent classification criteria will be 
iczued to the task group commanders for their guidance,. 

7. Travel Security Control 

a. CINCPAC Serial 020, dated 1 April 1952, outlines the require- 
ments for entrance to the ENIWETOK-BIKINI operational or closed 
area, as defined on page 1 of this operation plan. 

b; All persons who are authorized to enter the EKIWETOK-BIKINI 
operational area will be initially cleared for entry under the pro- 
visions of CINCPAC Serial 020. Task group commanders may authorize 
reentry without recourse to CINCPAC. 

c., ClG 7*2 is responsible that individuals arriving at the 
ENIWETOK - BIKINI operational area who have not been cleared for 
entry under CINCPAC Serial 020, or reentry as provided in paragraph 
7b, above, are restricted to ENIWETOK ISLAND and unclassified infor- 
mation pending proper clearance. 

d, Movements of surface vessels and aircraft within the ENIWETOK - 
BIKINII operational area Hill be monitored by CTG 7.3. CTG 7.2 will 
be responsible for the security control of personnel and cargo on 
vessels and aircraft originally arriving at ENIWETOK-BIKINI ATOLLS 
and any further arrivals that may be occasioned by 
vel, 

e, Travel of personnel within the ENIWETOK-BIKINI 
nil1 be controlled by a badge system for access to 
classified areas. 

8. Security Areas 

inter-atoll tra- 

operational area 
the higher 

a. The WNIWETOK-BIKINI Danger Area", as defined on page 1 of this 
operation plan, consists of three (3) classified area categories, as 
defined by AEC GM Security Bulletin lo. 18, for purposes of security 
enforcement. These areas are: 

(1) Exclusion Area. A security area containing a security in- 
terest which is of such nature that access to this area constitutes, 
for all practical purposes, access to the security interest contain- 
ed therein - i.e., a shot site or assembly area, 

(2) Limited Area. A security area containing a security inter- 
est in which area uncontrolled mwement would permit access to the 
security interest contained therein; but such access may be preven- 
ted by escort and other internal restrictions and controls - i.e., 
PABBYISLAND. 

(3) Controlled Area. A security area adjacent to or encompas- 
sing limited or exclusion areas and within which area uncontrolled 
mwement does not permit access to a security interest, and which is 
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9. 

10. 

Il. 

designed for the principal purpose of providing administrative con- 
trol, safety, or a buffer area of security restrictions for luaitei 
OP exclusion areas - i.e., ENIWETOK Closed Area, 

b. Exclusion and limited areas are established by CJTF SEVBI. In- 
ternal security requirements and access to these areas are deternrin- 
ed by Cl% 7.5. CTC 7.2 will guard these areas, admitting only those 
persons authorized by CJTF SEVIB. 

c. The closed (controlled) area has been established by CINCPAC. 
Admittance to this area is authorized by CIRCPAC upon recommendation 
of CJTF SEVKR or commander of any task group, as hia representatfvee. 
The internal security of this area is the responsibility of ATCOM 
ENIWETOK. 

d, Clearance requirements for access to the security areas are de- 
signated as follows: 

JTF CLEARANCE 
SECURITY AREAS 

'Exclusion Area 

REQUIREMENTS 

"Qv Clearance and 
Access List. 

Limited Area vQv Clearance; Top 
Secret Military 
Clearance; Secret 
Military Clearance 
under escort. 

Controlled Area 
INITIAL l!wRYr 
Good Security Risk 
(CIRCPAC Ser. 020) 
CONTINIJED ACCESS: 
Secret Military 

cl=aranw 

sPe approval or good 
security risk (CINC- 
PAC Serial 020). 

Contact Renorts. The procedure foflcontact reporting is defined in 
CINCPACE'LT Serial 003360.2I3, dated I.4 April 1953. C’S 7.3 will com- 
ply with its provisions when carrying out security patrols in the 
ERIWKTOK-BIKINI area, keeping CJTF SEVEN fullyinformed. 

AEC CLEARANCE 
REQCIR,KUENTS 

eQn Clearance and 
Access List, 

"Qv Clearance; '*Pv 
approval under es- 
cort (without access 
to Restricted Data); 
Top Secret Clearance 
(provided no access 
to Restricted Data 
from AD2 contractor 
personnel); Secret 
Military Clearance 
under escort. 

Badge System. A badge system will control travel to the exclusion 
and limited areas. Cl'G 7.2 will be responsible for controlling and 
enforcing this system on orders promulgated by CJTF Sm. C'IG 7.5 
is responsible for procurement and issue of badges as set forth in 
CJTF SEVEN security memoranda. The badge system will become effec- 
tive on or about 1 January 1954. 

Contraband 

a. Unless authorized by specific orders to individuals, possession 
of items of material listed below in the KNIWEfOK-BIKINI area is 
prohibited and the items considered contraband. 

:, 
c-4 
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12. 

(1) All photographic equipment. 

(2) All equipment adaptable for use in either visual or electri- 
cal communication. 

(3) All optical equipment. 

(4) All materials with explosive capabilities. 

(5) All weapons. 

(6) All drugs. 

b Travel orders for all personnel destined for the KNIWKTOK-BIKIKI 
operational area will include the following statement: 

Wnless specifically authorized, personnel will not have in 
their possession any items of material to include all photographic 
equipment, all equipment adaptable for use in either visual or elec- 
trical communications, all optical equipment, all material with ex- 
plosive capabilities, weapons and all drugs and intoxicating bever- 
ages". 

c. Items of contraband will be confiscated and report of the cir- 
cuamztancee made to CJTF SKVKN. 

d. Film found in possession of unauthorized persons will be confis- 
cated, forwarded to CTG 7.5 for processing and classification and a 
report will be made to CJl!P SEVEN. 

PhotogranhK. Only official photography is authorized in the 
ENIWETOK-BIKINI operational area. All official photography will be 
reviewed by the Joint Task Force SKVKN Classification Officer for 
proper classification and determination of FESTKICTKD DATA. Prior 
to review and final classification by the classification officer, 
all photography will be given a preliminary classification. The 

&J9&&d. DJ?f*P reliminal-g classification will in no case be lower than SECRET - 
p for scientific and technical report photography 
and-- for administrative photography. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Communications SecuriiK. The security and monitoring of communica- 
tions will be accomplished under the direction of CJTF SKVKK. 

Counter-Intelligence. CJTF SKVKN will have operational control of 
all CIC units. CTG 7.4 will have operational control of all OS1 
agents whose activities will, in general, be confined to Air Force 
matters. 

Security Patrols. C'TG 7-2 is responsible for conducting the necss- 
sary security patrols within ENIWEl'OK-BIKINI ATOLLS. Air and sea 
security patrols outside the KNIWE?TOK-BIKINI ATOLLS will be the re- 
sponsibility of ClG 7.3. 

Inspections. Inspections will be conducted upon arrival of person- 
nel and periodically thereafter to detect security violations and 
contraband and to insure the use of proper identification credentials 
and proper safeguarding of classified matter. Individuals are re- 
sponsible for reporting security violations which come to their 
attention. Ir 
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17. Security Violations. Task group commanders are responsible for 
investigating and reporting immediately all violations of security 
regulations v&-&h occur within their jurisdiction. 

18, Security Control of AM: Accountable Material - Transportation 

a. ARC is responsible for the security control in the transporting 
of AEC accountable and other classified materials from the point of . 
origin to the carrier at the designated port of embarkation. 

b, CTG 7.3 is responsible for the security control of AKC accounta- 
ble and other classified materials while being transported on a Navy 
vessel tc the KRIWKTOK-BIKIRI operational area. 

c, CJTP SKVKN is responsible for the security control of ARC accoun- 
table and other classified materials while being transported aboard 
aircraft. and all vessels not under the command of CTG 7.3 to the 
KNIWRTOK-BIKINI operational area. 

d. C'E 7.5 is responsible for the security control of AEC accounta- 
ble and other classified materials upon transfer from the carrier to 
his custody, A representative from C'IG 7.5 will accompany the ma- 
terials, when necessary, from the point of origin until they are 
taken into the custody of ClC 7.5 at its ultimate destination. 

e. After delivery of AEC accountable and other classified materials 
to the custody of CTG 7.5 at the ENIWIEMK-BIKINI operational area, 
CTG 7.5 will be responsible for the security control of these mater- 
ials, including inter-atoll movements,and is authorized to call'upon 
Cl% 7.2 and C'IG 7.3 whenever guards are required for inter-atoll 
transport. 

19. Public Information 

a. JTF SKVEN does not release'any public information. 

b. Releases to the press in regard to JTP SEVEN operations and acti- 
vities are made only by the ARC or DOD. 

c. Personnel of JTP SEVlGI are prohibited from.releasing any infor- 
mation for publication, in regard to the joint task force or its 
activities. They must neither confirm nor deny any articles appealc 
ing in the press. Queries from the press or elsewhere will be re- 
ferred to AK&DOD releases. 

d. Al&DOD releases, when made, will be disseminated to units of 
JTF SWEW 'through normal communication channels at the earliest 
possible time. 

IAL: L L 
s. P. wAtKER,JR. 
Colonel, U.S. Army 
Assistant Chief of 

P. W. CLARKSCR 
Major General, U.S. m 

Commander 

Staff, J-2 
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AnnexD.b CJTF Swamn Order k. 3-53 

1. 

2. 

This annex specifies the personnel and the significant major items of 
equipment of the ARC, Army, Navy and kir Force during the operational 
phase of CASTLE. It does not indicate the temporary location of 
Personnel during the shot phases. 

It is published for the information and overall ;;?_anning guidance of 
al2 concerned. 

HEADr\UARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 

SERVICE OP&ATIONAL STFWGTH OPERATIONAL cIO!3ED IN 
IZLEXRNT OFF. Eb! CIV. LOCATION FOF@:ARD AREA 

COMMAND 9 9 PARRYISLAND 16 Jan 54 

S-1 5 15 PARRY ISLAND 16 Jan 54 

J-2 4 3 PARRY ISLAND 20 Jan 54 

J-3 ll 7 PARRYISLAND 16Jan 54 

J-4 8 5 PARRYISLAND 20 Jan 54 

J-5 5 4 PARRYISLAND 16 Jan 54 

Compt 1 3 P&&Y BLsND I6 Jan 54 

Advisors to CJTF 4 1 2 PARRYISLAND 

TOTAL 47 47 2 

TASKGROUP 7.1 TROGP AND RC!XlXEXT LIST 

NAME 
OF 
UNIT 

OPERATIONAL STRlBGTH OPERATIONAL CLOSEC 
XLITARY CIVILI% LOCATION IN 
OFF. EM OFF. GR. FORWARD AREA 

H9 lG 7.1 

TASK UNIT 
7.1.1 

19 48 55 #PARRY ISLAND 1Feb 54 

26 18 -40 

7.1.2 
(Production) 56 

7.1.3 
(special Mats 
Facilities) 52 

7.1.4 
(LASLAssembly) 56 

PARRYISLAND 15 Feb 54 

PARRYISLAND 15 Feb 54 

PARRYISLAND 2OJan 54 



Trap and Zqipment c& 
CJTF SEW; No. 3-53 

TASK GROLT 7.1 ThOOP AND WUIF53T LIST (contf d) 

NtiE OPERATIONAL STRENGTH CLOSED 
OF MILITARY CIVILIAN OPERATIONAL IN 
UNIT OFF. Ezd OFF. GR. mATION FOFWWD ARE4 

7.1.6 (Personnel drawn from 
(Firing Party) other units) #PARRY ISLAND 

7.1.7 
(P&Safe) 9 40 

7.1.8 
(Tech Photo) 4 

7.1.9 
(Dot Photo 
Air Force) 7 19 

7.l.12 1 

7.1.13 
(DOD Programs) 54 151 

15 

7.1.u 
(UCRL Assembly) 1 

7.1.15 
(EC&GTiming 
& Firing) 2 3 

5 

6 

19 #PARRY ISLAND 1Feb 5k 

125 BIKINI & NORTH ISIkKD 18 Bar 54 

175 

47 

1 

1' 

1 

48 BIKINI&NORTHISLAND l8Mar 54 

64 #PARRY ISIAND 

#PARRY ISIAND 20 Feb 54 

#PARRYIsLkNo 1Feb 54 

#PARRY ISLAND 

RONGERIK ATOLL 

ENIWE'IOK ATOLL 

GUAM 

JOHNSTON 

MAKE 

2lMar 54 

17 Jan 54 

7 Feb 54 

7 Feb 54 

7 Feb 54 

7 Feb 54 

ToThL I.20 288 751 

lkr54 

# Administrative headquarters will remain on Parry Island during entire 
operation. Primary operational location during periods 15 Feb through 
25 Mar and 1Apr through 25 Apr will be Bikiiii. 

TASK GROUP 7.2 TROOP AND EZtFXEW LIST 

OPERATIONAL STRENGTH CLOSID 
OF MILITARY CIVILIAN OPERATIONAL IN 
UNIT OFF. EM OFF. GR. LOCATION FORWARD AREA 

HQ & HQ DET 29 349 FNIWTOK ISIAND InPlace 
0 10 PARRYISLAND 

WC DET 20 2l8 ENIWXIOK ISWND In Place 
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Troop and &&me&. List 
CJTF SEEN No. 3-53 

TASK GROUP 7.2 TF0OP AND lXXJIF?&ENT LIST (cont'd) 

NAME OF OPERATIONAL STRmGl'H OPBATIONAL cLOsEDIN- 
UNIT OFF. EM. CIV. LOCATION FORWARD AR&i 

SIG DLT 

0 

!LP D!Z 

PORT DET 

TRUCK DET 

18TH MP CID 

COWlICATIONS 
S.MJFJTYDET 
86oOAAU 

3 
1 

21 
9 

NAVYDET 1 28 

PFu3vISIoNAL CIC 
DET 

1 

2 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 

5 

4 

3 
2 

IlO LtJJi'~~TOK ISLAND 
18 PARRY ISLAXD 
10 ENINMAN ISLAND 
17 zmlJISLAND 

132 

124 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

(5) 

Ef!lXEXOK ISM!D ID. Place 
PARRY ISL&ND In Place 
FBEXIRU ISLAND In Place 
ENINMANISLAhD In Place 
NAMJISLAXD In Place 
ENYU ISLAND In Place 
ROAUJRIKKUIStAND In Place 

JZNIWZTOK ISLAND 

EXIVETOK ISLAND 

WIWlTOK ISLAND 
ENINWNISLAND 

EXIViETOK ISGND InPlace 
i!mNbfANISLmD In Place 

EXWEI'OKISMND In Place 

PARRY ISLAi$D In Place 
iM.NMANISLAND In Place 
IBYU ISLAhD In Place 
EBIRIRU ISLQJD In Place 
ENIW~KISLAND InPlace 

In Place 
In Place 
InPlace 
In Flace 

In Place 

In Place 

In Place 
InPlace 

In Place 

TOTAL 92 10% 

# Included in SVC D3T 7126 AU 

BOATPOOL: 2 I.CM and1 ICPL 

v.Jmcm: f33 special purpose, 297 general purpose 

AIRCRAFT: 3 H-13 Helicopters 
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Troopand- 
CJTF SEVEN No. ;-53 

NM OF OPERATIONAL STRENGTH CLOSED IN 
UNIT OFF. EX CIV. FcUIPMlQJT FOWr'ARD AR& 

STAFF OF Cn; 
7.3 17 

woo . . . 39 

TE 7.3,O.l 

TU 7.3.1 
3 
16 
18 

:5" 
4 

7.3.2 TU 

70 
20 

TE 7.3.2.1 4 15 

TE 7.3.2.2 4 15 

7.3.x Tu 
50 

lu 7.3.4 

7.3.5 Tu 

6 

47 

7.3.6 TU 

TE 7.3.6.0 

:: 

TJZ 7.3.A.l 

44 

616 

4 
289 
266 
265 
265 
55 

649 
40 

357 

4l 

624 

1 In Place 

SPXIAL DEVICES UNIT 
Special Sex-v's Element 24 Jan 54 
(USS CURTISS AV-4) . . escort Element 

SlJiUXCE SECWITY QIIT 
(CortDesDiv TWELVE) 
IkS EPPJZRSON (DDE-710) 24 Jan 54 
USS PHILIP (DDG498) 24 Jan 54 
US.5 NICHOLAS (DDE-449) 2f+ Jan 54 
USS FZ?WiAW (DDG499) 24 Jan 54 
USS PC 1546 4 Feb 54 

C&X& UNIT 
Carrier Element 
USS BhIFUXO (WE-ll5) 22 Jan 54 
10 HRS & AF Helicopters 
as assigned 

BIKINI VF -T 
3 F4U-5N 

ENIWETOKVFEZZXENT 
3 F4U-5N 

PATROL PLANE UNIT 
(VP-29) In Place 

l2P2V-6 
lP2V-5 
1 P4Y-2 
2 Fwd-5P 

JTFFlAGSHIP 
~U'SS BTESAGC-12) 

3 Feb 54 

UTILITY UNIT 
U.S.5 TAWAKONI (ATF-l.l.4) 16 Jan 54 
USS SIOUX (A'%75) 2h Jan 54 
IJSS APACHE (ATF-76) 29 J&-I 34 
USS MOLALA (ATF-x6) 6 Feb 54 
uss COCOPA (~~~-101) 8 Feb 54 
USS GYPSY (&SD-l) 8 Feb 54 

AX SHIP COUNTJrW&&SU~ 
TESTUNIT 

DroneShi Element 
(YAG-39 B 
(Y&+6 j 

!KKlX AND t'!BONTAMIN- 
ATION FLEA5QiT 

ATF's as assigned 
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TIDGD and Equipment Iyst 
WrF S&V& ::G. 3-53 

-TASK GRDE_7,3hOOP AND WUIPMWT LIST (cont'd) -----_.--_~__~_---~ 

__ _ .- _._. ____. . _ _ , ,. _ 
NAMEZ OF OPEhATIONAL- STR!&TA CMSED IN 
UNIT OFF. EM CIV. r;r'yIP&!NT FOIXARD ARFA -p-- 

TU '7.3.1 
Ti 7.3.7.0 20 

4 

TU 7.3.8 
0 

TE 7.3.8-O 1 

7.3.9 TU 
TE 7.3.9.0 

TE 7.3.9.1 6 ImI_6 

TE 7.3.9.2 
TE 1.3.9.3 
TE 7.3.9.4 6 

TE 7.3.9.5 

TE 7.3.9.6 7 

253 
231 

40 
46 

102 

18 171 

BIKINI HARBOR '.%lIT 
USS BELLE GROVE (LSD-2) 20 Jan 54 
Boat Pool Element 

5 I.cU 
18 LCM 
2 LCPh 
1 ICPL 
1ImB (26 
1AVR 
1 YO 
1 YCV 
1YFN 
1 YC 

ENIWETOKHARBORUNIT 
(YOG, YGGN, 1 AVR) 

Underwater Detection 
Element (1I.m) 

TRANSFWtT UNIT 
Special Devices Traos- 
portElement (USS 
BELLEGhOVE(ISD-2)) 20 Jan 54 
Special Devices Txxas- 
port Element (US.5 LST 
762) 15 Jan 54 

Escort Element 
Escort Element 
Materials Transport 

Ehment (USS IST 825) 
ll Feb 54 

Materials Transport 
Element 
PersonnelTransport 
Element (USNS FREP 

26 Feb 54 

C. AINSWRTH) 

TOTAL 420 5365 172 
_- 

Total Individuals Task Group: 5957 

I. 

-- --- 

H CLOS~IN 
UNIT OFF. EM. CIV. IX%IPMENT FOIlviARD ARI!X 

ENIWXOK 
HC TG 7.4 48 49 3 29 Jan 54 

TEST SUPPORT 
UNIT 
mOTHTEST SPT 
GhOUP 8 38 1 1 c-54 (CJTF) In Place 

(Opnl Con only) 
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m and~i.&t 
-- 

CJTF SEZh' Not 5-53- 

TASK G~,~.~LZFD~P~D EQUIP?? LIST (COnt'd) 

NAME OF OPZRATIONAL SMZNGTH cLa5EDI.K 
UNIT OFF. EL CN. FZUIPXENT FORYWX XiEk 

4 C-47 
32 L-13 
3 H-19A 
4 H-19B 
3 H-13 (W) 
(Opnl Con Only) 

493lST TEST 
SPT SQ 

4932ND TEST 
SPT SG 

lllOTH AIR 
SPT DET 

TEST ACFT UNIT 
4926TH TFST 

SC (S) 

CLOUDSAMPLING 
AND SFECTS 

ACFT CONTROL 

IBDA ELEMENT 

36 249 In Place 

202 InPlace 

2 8 10 Feb 54 

41 109 30 Jan 54 

36 Il.4 

1 15 F-84G 

15 1 FfB-36 
',;a; (m 

1 B-47 

30 Jan 54 

4 

32 

4 

30 3 B-50 

10 Jan 54 

D-2 

TESTSERVICFSUNIT 
HQ 'ISU 7 

lmI CmTFfALm 10 

mARECONEad 53 

wEARFmEu6 2 

COMMEWAACS 4 

SAFiEWMEtRT -10 

MATS TERMIhLDfiT 
1502-1MATS DET 3 
196~1AArsDET 1 
DET 2, 57TH ST&T 
WON SC 2 

Pwm ELM 10 

10 

6 

243 

9 

lu, 

16 

s 

25 

13 

9 -29 

2sA-l6 

3 c-54 1Feb 54 

20 Jan 54 

21 Jan 54 

1Feb 54 

20 Jan 54 

20 Jan 54 

23 Jan 54 

10 Jan 54 
10 Jan 54 

10 Jan 54 

ENIWEIOKTOTAL 300 I.298 20 
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Tmop and_*pnient',_ 
CJTF SI&ZN No. 3-53 

TASK GROUP 7.4 TROOP ANIl ~TJIPXFXT LET (contf d) 

NAME OF 
UNIT 

OPERATIONAL STRENGTH -.._-_ _. CIfXED IN 
O?". EM. CIV. EQUIPMEnrT FOFWA.FiD&m 

IXAJALEIN 

COmDETMA?!S 0 34 

BIKINI 

493IST TEST ST SQ 6 39 
COMMELtd 0 9 

Y.XkTHZR IShNlX 

WEATHER m ELM 1 86 

TOTAL 30’7 1466 20 

TASK GBOUP 7.5 TFIOOP AND ~UIPMENT LIST 

IblME OF OPEKATIONAL STRENGTH OPEXATIONAL CLUSEDIN 
UNIT OFP CL4.% EMCLASS IOCATION FOFiWRD AREA 

HQ ‘I-G 7.5 4’ PARRYISLAND 20 Jan 54 
ENINMANISIAND 20 Jan 54 

1 USSCURTISS 

HOMES&NAFVER 
76' 899 

1;: 

ENIWE~KISIMD PARRYISLAND 20 20 Jan Jan 54 
54 

2 

zig 

EKtNbUN ROJOA ISLAND EXAND 20 20 Jan Jan 54 54 

NAMU ISLAND 20 Jan 54 
11 187 RMJRTMU EiI.AlID ‘20 Jan 54 

5 64 i!NYlJ ISLAND 2OJan 54 

TOTAL 188 2106 

BOAT POOL: 24 ICM, 9 LCU, 2 YTL, 3 Water Taxi, I.8 Dum. 

OFFICIAL: 

P. W. CLARICSON 
Major General, USA 

Commander 

Colonel, U. S. Aitiorce 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 



HEADCUARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Washington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

Annex ? to C,'T'v S?!XEN Operation Plan No. 3-53 

SCIEK'I'I~C TASK GROUP SUMMARY OF TASKS ('I'S 7.11 

me fO?lOh%nq is a summary of tasks to be accomplished.by the . . . 
Scientific Task Group during the CASTLE on-site operational phase. 
Cn; 7.1 will: 

rz Position, arm and detonate the weapons and devices. 

5 Induct technical and measurement programs (Annex E applies). 

C. Complete the installation and calibration of the devices and ail 
~nstrunrents atd test apparatus. 

d, Recommend to CJTF SEVEN safe'slant range distances from ground 
zerc for aircraft during shot periods. 

b. Condl;ct the radiological safety program (Annex N applies). 

f, Provide technical and technical report film coverage in conform- 
ity with Annex T. 

g. Schedule the inter-atoll movement of weapons and devices and 
provide required technical assistance to other task groups in con- 
nection-with their responsibilities for such movements. 

h, Be responsible for the removal of all % 7.1 personnel and neces- 
sary equipment from the shot site danger area. 

i. W?en directed by CJTF SEVEN, evacuate 'IG 7.1 personnel from 
BIKINI ATOLL., 

j. Be prepared, upon directive from CJTF Seek%, to conduct emergen- 
cy post-shot evacuation of !IG 7.1 personnel from ENIWETOK ATOI.,I,. 

k. Keep CJTF SEVEN informed on test and technical developments 
affecting the operational plan and military support requirements 
therefor. 

1. Prepare appropriate technical reports at the conclusion of each 
shot and the overall operation (Annex E applies). 

m. Provide CJTF SEFEN with a statement of preliminary test results 
at H plus 1, H plus 12 and H plus 72 hours. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

Colonel, U.S. Ai 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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I%UQUARl’ERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Washington 25, Il. C. 
10 November 1953 

Annex G to CJTP SEVEN Operation Order No. 3-53 

ARMY TASK GRGUP SUMMARY OF TASKS (TG 7.21 

The following is a summary of tasks to be accomplished by the 
Army Task Group during the CASTLE on-site operational phase. CTG 
7.2 will: 

a. Provide for the ground security of ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLlS 
in accordance with Amex K, Hoetile Action Alert Plan. 

b. Take meaeuree to prevent unauthorized entry into exclusion areas, 
coordinating thin activity with CT0 7.5. 

c. With certain transportation SU~$OX% furnished by To 7.3 and M 
704, provide for the general surveillance of ENIWETOK end BIKINI 
ATOLLS to insure against remwal’by unauthorized agents of elgnlfi- 
cant samples from shot islands and to prevent unauthorized photogra- 
phy end trespassing. 

d. Deny entry of pereonnel into ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS to those 
individuzle not appropriately cleared. 

e. Conduct liairon uith CT0 7.5 to the end that his zupport re- 
quirements are met, particularly LB they relate to recurity and 
eteVedOFi.ng facilities. 

f. Provide and operate the werall military communications eyatem 
for hsndling of all forward area tark force inter-atoll and long- 
haul traffic (exclusive of air oprrationr, air weather, internel 
naval ccmnunlcatlone and the TG 7.1 inter-atoll radio circuit). 

g. Continue to operate all base facilitiee at INlWETOK ISLAND, 
except those specifically allocated to CM 7.4 and CTG 7.5, in 
accordance with existing agreemontz. 

h. Conduct port and stevedoring-operations at ENIWETOK ATOU with 
stevedoring assistance made available by CTG 7.5 in accordance with 
existing agreemetr. 

i. Operate end mintain a To 7.2 boat pool at ENIWETOK, taking cog- 
nizance of Annex P, Boat Plan. 

j. Provide support services for Headquarters, JTF SEVIX, as re- 
quired. Contemplated requirements Will include medical and mees 
pereonnel and equipment, transportation wrvices, routine supply and 
administrative and housekeeping assistance. 

k. Provide monitoring and decontamination remices indicated in 
Annex I, Radiological Safety. 

1. Be prepared, on order of CJTP SEVEN, to conduct emergency pOBt- 
shot evacuation from =IWETOK ATOLL of all pereonnel based on 
ENIWETOK ISLAND. 

m. With certain personnel augmentation from Tc 7.4, provide logis- 
tic SUppOrt for those elements of the doint task force based on 
ENIWENK ISLAND. 

6J 



Army Task Group S.~ry of Tasks 
CJTF SEVEN No; 3-53 

n, Ship all equipment and material as It becomes surplus in accord- 
ance with instructions from CJTF SEVW. 

o. Support TG 7.1 as directed by CJTF SEEN. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. 

Commander 

Colonel, U,S. Air-Krce 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 

G-2 



READQJARTKRS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Washington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

Annex H to CJTF S!ZVEN ODeratiOn Plan No. 3-53 

NAVAL TASK GROUP SUMMRY OF TASKS (TG 7.3) 

The following is a summary of tasks to be accomplished by the 
Naval Task Group during the CASTLE on-site operational phase. CTG 
7&3 till: 

a. Provide for the security of the ENIWETOK-BIKINI danger area 
by: 

(1) Denting entry of unauthorized vessels and aircraft into 
the closed area in accordance with instructions to be issued at a 
later date. 

(2) Maintaining a plot of ships and aircraft transiting the 
danger area. 

(3) Providing a capability for rapid surface movement of 
ground defense forces between EXCWETOK and BIKINI in the event of 
emergency. 

(A) When directed before each shot, patrol the significant 
sector out to 600 miles to detect, report and warn surface shipping. 

b, At BIKINI, operate a b6at pool in accordance with Annex P, Boat 
Plan, Be prepared to operate the boat pool from other task force 
ships when the LSD is engaged in transportation of experimental wea- 
pons and devices. 

c, Provide an inter-atoll surface transportation system to support 
joint task force elements in the forward area. Annex P, Boat Plan, 
applies, 

d. Control harbor operations at ENIWETOK and BIKINI. 

e. Detail two (2) Pms and-required personnel to CTG 7.4 for opera- 
tional control, to augment the EXIWEIOK-BIKINI airlift system and to 
provide amphibious airlift services between ENIWETOK and BIKINI when 
required. 

1 81r supply of weather sta- 
D . 

*l"nS$ Lw I .w -J . 

d. Provide shipboard assembly facilities for the experimental wea- 
pons and devices anl limited laboratory, shop and office space for 
TG 7.1. 

vO As directed, transport the experimental weapons and devices and 
the necessary barges and associated personnel between and within 
ENIMETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS. Provide suitable escort in transit and 
conduct rehearsals of this activity as required. 

# Operate a ship-tc+ehore and inter-island helicopter lift system 
at BIKINI to support pre-shot operations and post-shot flights for 
damage eurvey and recovery of scientific data. Be prepared to 
assist CTG 7.4 in the conduct of this activity at ENIWETOK upon con- 
clusion of BIKINI operations. Annex Q applies. 
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Naval Task Croup Summary of Tasks ---- 
CJTF SEVEN No. 3--53 

_.@ Provide space on the CVK for a mobile radiochemical laboratory, 
a photodosimetry trailer and the associated operations of the radio- 
logical safety unit of TC 7.1. 

3 1 Assume responsibility for all aircraft decontamination at BIKINI 
&L. Aircraft decontamination operations aboard the CVE will be 
accomplished without outside assistance; however, operations ashore 
at DIKlNI will be conducted with assistance from CTG 7.1. 

/C-i%. Provide decontamination crews for 'Xi 7.3 aircraft at RNIWETOK 
ATXL. Limited assistance will be furnished by ClG 7.4 when requir- 
ed, 

PL Provide stlpboard command, control and communications facilities 
for CJTF SEV?ZN and staff, communications and electronics facilities 
for Ts 7.4 aircraft control and command and administrative space 
for Headquarters, TC 7.1 and TG 7.5. 

Provide shipboard facilities tG house elements of the joint task 
lorce wt,lle afloat at BIKINI. Annex R applies. 

$ Provide capability for emergency post-shot evacuation of person- 
nel (for less than 48 hours) when pre-shot evacuation has not been 
conducted. 

6 Provide for radiological safety of embarked task force personnel 
during periods afloat. 

6 With facilities available, be prepared to provide alternate 
emergency communications channels for the joint task force. 

‘f. Provide facilities and serological personnel aboard the ACC for 
the task force weather central and facilities required by communica- 
tions security monitoring personnel. 

$* Assist CE 7.5 as required in positioning and mooring weapons 
barges and by prwiding standby support for moored barges in event 
of bad weather. 

& Position, service and recwer special buoyage systems and in- 
strumentation for Tc 7.1 projects. 

N0 Assist in carrying out crater surveys as required by designated 
projects, 

X0 Direct the movement of drone vessels during shot periods, in 
coordination with CTC 7.1, and be prepared to assist in large scale 
decontamination of these vessels and effects aircraft loaded thereon. 

gk. Assist CTC 7.4 in search and rescue operations as required. 
Annex 0 applies. 

& Provide one (1) DDE on station between EXIWETOK and BIKINI 
ATOLLS during the BIKINI shot phases to assist in the control of 
aircraft. 

go Coordinate with C!lG 7.4 in the integration of 'IG 7.3 aircraft 
into shot time aircraft positioning plans. 
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Naval Task Grouo Summary of Tasks 
CJTF SEOEN No. 3-53 

Effect positive positioning control of TG 7.3 aircraft in shot 

port 'IG 7.3 eleme;ts on KNIWETOK ISLAND. 

bb, Place and recover free-floating buoys used for pressure and 
fall-out measurements. 

CC, Provide additicnal support for TG 7.1 aa directed by CJTF SFXEN. 

P. w. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. 

Commander 
Army 

Colonel, U.S. Air-F&e 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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'XFZDQUARTERS, J$nt Task Force SEV-EB 
&C lC7 (HO.:). l/o "Mr&z 
6an Francisco, .--1'Zornia 
10 February 1954 

hex I to GJTF Shm Overation Order No. 3-53 

AIR FDHCZ TASK GROUP SUbGdARy OF TASKS (TG 7.4) 

The following is a sumnary of tasks to be accomplished by the 
gG ";"r4czk Group during the CASTLE on-site operational phase. 

. : 
a. Provide, maintain and operate aimraft in support of the follow- 
ing scientific missions: 

(1) Cloud sampling and cloud tracking. 

(2) Measurements of blast, gust and them1 effect on aircraft. 

(3) Technical snd technical report photography. 

(4) Airborne direction of sangding s&craft. 

b. Conduct weather reconnaissance flights to provide joint task 
force Heather central with required data. Annex M applies. 

e* Operate joint task force weather stations at ENIV?hX)K, PONAPE, 
RONGIRIK, MAJUPD and KUSAIE. Support, in accordance with approved 
agreement, certain IG 7.1 requirements at weather stations. Annex 
M applies, 

d. Administer and logistically support'the Joint Task Force Weather 
centrsl. Annex Y applies. 

e. Conduct resupply of weather islands utilizing PBM aircraft made 
available by CO, NAVSTAKMAJ. 

f. Operate an inte~atoll air transportation systan between 
ENIWE'IOK and BIIUXI to include C-47 flights to &&&In and other 
atolls as required. Annex Qapplies. 

g* Operate an inter&land airlift system at EXIVimK ATOLL, utile- 
eing liaison aircraft and halicopters, AnnexQapplies. 

As required, detdl helicopters and associated personnel to ClC 
:I3 to augment the TG 7.3 intelcisland airlift system at BIKINI. 

i. Conduct administrative flights in ccnnection with the joint task 
force mission and the maintsmaxze of flying proficiency of rated 
joint task force personnel. 

j. Provide search and rescue coverage in the fonrard area, assisted 
by CTG 7.3 aid within cognizance of SAR area commander. Annepr 0 
applies. 

k. Control and position flights for official observers as required 
by CJTFSEVIX 

1. Operate and maintain continucus~ an air operations wntrol 
centeronENIW~KISI.AND. 
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&ix Force Ta8k Gxouo Sunmarv of Tasks 
CJTF SE'?3 NO. 3-53 

m. Provide supervisory personnel for the joint task force air 
operation8 center aboard the AGC during shot phases. 

n. Provide senior naval aviator of TG 7.3 - Air Jefense Element at 
Y!W@YIOK - with data and cosmuni cation8 facilities to maintain sir 
security of the ENIWETOK portion of the EKIWlDK-BIKIKI area. 

o. Operate airdrome facilities on ENIbv‘ETOK ISIANB and BIKINI, 
except for FOL storage facilities at both locations. 

p. Provide and operate complete MATS terminal facilities at 
ENXEXOK, coordinating traffic lnanagement aspects of this activity 
with Cl% 7.2. 

q. Provide Airways and Air Communications Service (A&X) as re- 
quired in support of joint task fort?e opemtions. 

r. Prepare shot time aircraft positioning plans, coordinating with 
CTG 7.3 in the integration of TG 7.3 aircraft into the plans. 

9. During shot periods, assume overall po8itiOning control of task 
force aircraft, other than secullty forces operating in shot area8. 
(Instrwtions to TG 7.3 test aircraft will be given through C'iG 
in the GVE.) In the event interception of unidentified aircraft 

7.3 

become8 necessary in shot area, direct test aixraft to depart the 
area, passing control of the area to CTG 7.3 for-the duration of 
the defensive effort. 

- 

t. Provide CTG 7.2 with personnel augmentation necessary tc 8uppoxt 
lG 7.4 at FNIWEWK ISLAND. 

u. Provide decontamination crew8 and facilities for lG 7.4 air- 
craft at ENIWETOK ATOLL and aseist CTG 7.3 in aircraft deccntamina- 
tion a8 required. 

v. Assist TC 7.2 in emergency evacuation of personnel based on 
EXIWEIDKISIAND. 

w. Support 'IG 7.1 a8 directed by CJTF SETIm. 

Colonel, U.S. Air-&&e 
Aseietant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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HEADQUARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Washington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

Annex J to CJTF SEVEN Operation ?lan No. 3-a 

AE! ELSE FACILITIES TASK GROUP SUMMARY OF TASKS (Xi 7.51 

‘Ike following is a summary of tasks to be accomplished by the 
AKC Base Facilities Task Group during the CASTLE on-site operational 
phase. CTG 7.5 will: 

a. Render necessary AEC contractor support to CTG 7.1 in the accomp- 
lishment of TG 7.1missions. 

b, Operate, manage and direct camp facilities at BIKINI and on all 
islands of ENIWETOK ATOLL, except ENIWETOK ISLAND, to include the 
folloting: 

(1) Provide subsistence, quarters, laundry, medical, recreation- 
al and other camp services on all islands, except ERIWETOK ISLAND. 

(2) Operate and maintain land transportation service at BIKINI 
and on all islands of ENIWETOK ATOLL, except ENIWETOK ISLAND and 
except in those circumstances where the use of vehicles assigned to 
units is appropriate. 

(3) Operate and maintain all utilities on all islands, except 
the POL farm on FXIWETOK ISLAND and certain military communications 
facilities on ENlW!!TOK ISLAND and BIKINI ATOLL. 

c. Conduct necessary liaison with C'lG 7.2 to enable him to dis- 
charge his responsibilities toward preventing unauthorized entry 
into exclusion areas. 

d. Operate and maintain local cormwications systems at BIKINI and 
at E!XWETOK ATOLL, except EMIWETOKISLAND. 

e. Assist Cl'G 7.2 in the conduct of port and stevedoring operations 
at INIW'ETOK in accordance with existing agreements. 

f. Conduct port and stevedoring operations at BIKINI. 

gti Operate and maintain a TG 7.5 boat pool at ENIWETOK and BIKINI 
ATOLLS s Annex P applies. 

h. Be responsible for removal of lG 7.5 personnel (and supporting 
military personnel) and equipent from the shot site danger area. 

i. When directed by CJTF SEVEN, evacuate TG 7.5 personnel (and 
supporting military personnel) from BIKINI ATOLL. 

3. Be prepared, upon directive from CJTF SEVEN, to conduct emer- 
gency post-shot evacuation of lG 7.5 personnel from islands of 
ENIWETOK ATOLL other than ENIWETOK ISLAND. Assume responsibility 
for the emergency evacuation of ‘fG 7.2 HP personnel from EBERIRU 
ISLAND. 

k. Assist CTG 7.1 in decontamination of AEC facilities and equip 
ment as necessary. 

1. Augment the shipboard housekeeping personnel of Cl'G 7.3 with 
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such personnel as necessary to support TG 7.1 and 'E 7.5 elements 
afloat. 

m. Provide support services for Headquarters, JTF SJ%VE?4 as required. 

n, Continue to redeploy contractor personnel expeditiously, commen- 
surate with progress of the construction program. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

OFFICIAL: 

Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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Annex K to CJTF SEVEN Operation Plan No. 3-s 

HOSTILE ACTION ALEHT PLAN 

Definitions: The following alert conditions are for use by the task 
force and should not be confused with CINCPAC alert conditions. Re- 
ports by ATCOM ENIWETOK to CINCPAC will conform with alert condi- 
tions as defined in Annex X and 2 to CINCPAC General Emergency Op- 
eration Plan No. 11-53, dated 20 June 1953. 

WHITE Alert, as employed in this plan, indicates that hostile 
action or attack on forward area installations is imminent and will 
occur tithin a period of time specified by ATCOM ENIWEl’OK. 

RELI Alert indicates that any one or all of the forward area po- 
sitions are being subjected to hostile reconnaissance or attack. 

Since this plan is designed to comply with CINCPAC General Emer- 
gency Operation Plan No. 11-539 CJTF SEVEN will be referred to as 
ATCOM ENIWETOK. In the absence of CJTF SEVEN, while the task force 
headquarters is in the forward areas the eenior task force officer 
present till discharge the responsibilities of ATCOM ENIWEl'OK. 

1. 

In the event of an outbreak of general war during the on-site 
operational phase, the task force will continue toward the execution 
of its mission within tne capability of the forces remaining availa- 
ble unless instructions to the contrary are received from the AEC 
and DOD. The purpose of this hostile action alert plan is to insure 
that Operation CASTLE will be conducted with a minimum threat from 
direct hostile interference or threat of capture by enenly of its 
critical supplies, material and key scientific personnel. This plan 
establishes those measures best suited to the defense of the BIKINI- 
ENIWETOK area and will become effective upon commencement of the 
operational phase. The premise upon which this plan is based is 
that any actual attack by an enew would, in all probability, occur 
when the entire task force has been established in the forward area. 
The objective would then more appropriately warrant and reward the 
risk involved. Short of such an actual attack, hostile action would 
in all likelihood be limited to missions of reconnaissance nature. 
ATCOM ENIWETOK will command and, through his staff, coordinate the 
defense when major elements of the task force are involved. 

The task force will be placed on WHITE and RED alerts in accord- 
ance with orders initiated by ATCOM ENIWETOK based on information 
securedfrom higher and adjacent commands or from local sources. 
When on a WHITE alert status, all task group commanders will prepare 
for BED alert conditions to the maximum extent, possible in view of 
their primary tasks and missions. ATCOM FXCWEFOK will suspend or 
modify existing security regulations regarding entry to islands 
north of RJIWETOK as required under the RED alert. 

The ground defense of the atolls is at all times a function of 
CTG 7.2. The existence of his trained, organized and equipped 
combat security force gives him a small but highly mobile strikj.ng 
force capable of rapid movement by vessel and/or aircraft to any 
threatened island in either of the atoll areas. CTG 7.3 will 
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provide the vessels necessary to transport the combat security force 
to threatened areas and will assume control of all boats and landing 
craft operated by ClG 7.5 during such an emergency and will provide 
ship gunfire support as practicable to assist in preventing enemy 
landings. CTG 7.4 will, through the employment of his liaison air- 
craft section, provide additional transportation, reconnaissance, 
maintenance of emergency communications and resupply, as appropriate. 
Naval aircraft, by reconnaissance over the ocean areas of the danger 
area, will provide timely detection and warning of hostile forces, 
deny entry to the danger area of all hostile aircraft and vessels, 
and, during the combat phase, provide close air support to the ground 
combat security force. The TG 7.2 combat security force will be 
augmented and reenforced by available military personnel from TG 7.1, 
TG 7.3 and Tc 7.4. 

Transient vessels and aircraft at ENWETOK and BIKINI ATOILS 
~~11 be utilized by ATCOM ENIWEl’OK in the best interest of the de- 
fense missions. 

Consideration is given to the plan of evacuation of certain key 
scientific personnel and designated critical material in the event 
of timely and accurate warning under the provisions of a WHITE alert 
and the actual evacuation on order of ATCOM aOK under the pro- 
vision3 of a RFD alert. This evacuation will be conducted by boat 
and/or aircraft as the situation requires. Total or partial evacua- 
tion of the task force from either or both atolls will be on order 
of ATCOM lR?IWK'I'OK only, and the methods of evacuation will be con+ 
mensurate with the situation at the contemplated time of evacuation. 
Preparation for the destruction of scientific and military equipment 
to include critical material to preclude capture will be made on the 
initial warning of hostile action. Actual destruction will be car- 
ried out by order of ATCOM ENIWEl’OK only. 

a. Enemy Forces 

(1) &new forces in the event of general hostilities will be 
those of the Soviet Union and its eastern European and Asiatic 
satellites. 

(2) Indigenous communist groups in anti-Soviet and neutral coun- 
tries will support the Soviet bloc. 

(3) The USSR and its satellites have given no indication of re- 
laxing their drive toward world domination and are maintaining an 
advanced state of preparedness for war. The Soviet Union will pro- 
bably not initiate overt warfare so long as other means are success- 
ful or unless it seems evident that the.U.S. and its allies are be- 
coming so strong as to prevent the further spread of Communism. For 
additional details see Annex C. 

b. Friendly Forces. CINCPAC will: 

(1) Defend the U.S. against attack through the Pacific Ocean. 

(2) Maintain the security of the U.S. island positions and bases 
within the Pacific Command. 

(3) Establish and maintain control of essential sea areas and 
protect sea and air communications. 
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(l+; Establish a ccnvoy system and contrcl and routing of ship- 
ping to include providing convoy air and surface escorts and air 
defense of convoys. 

(5) Coordinate and conduct search and rescue operations, Ir.ili- 
tax-y control of air traffic, ocean weather operations and rtcannais- 
sance within the Pacific Command. 

(6) Zvacuate or assist in the evacuation of such U.S. Nationals 
from areas within or adjacent to the Pacific Commd as necessary 
or as directed. 

Component commands of CINCPAC will provide forces to AT%? 
ENINETGK to assist in defense and to maintain security as required. 

2. Missions. In the event of hostile intervention or warning thereof 
during the period the plan is in effect, ATCOM ENIWETGK will: 

(1) Mainatin the status of ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS an3 their 
territorial waters as liclosed areas". 

(2) Prevent entry into the ENIWETOK-BIKINI danger area of un- 
authorized vessels and aircraft within the capability of a;ailab;e 
forces. 

(3) Deny entry of personnel into ENIWETOK and BIKINI AXLLS to 
those individuals not cleared for entry in accordance with CINCFAC 
instructions. 

(4) Provide for general surveillance of ENIMETOK and BIKINI 
ATOLLS to prevent unauthorized photography, trespassing and removal 
by unauthorized personnel of significant samples from shot areas. 

(5) Provide for internal security and passive air defense of 
activities and prevent or minimire~subversion or sabotage within 
areas of responsibility. 

(6) Control electronic emissions and surface lighting, permit- 
ting such operations as are essential and do not conflict with min'i- 
mum active and passive defense measures. 

(7) Keep CINCPAC informed of current situation. 

(8) Take measures to minimise the effects of attack by all nea- 
pons of mass destruction (chemical, biological and radiological). 

(9) Postpone or discontinue all activities not essential to the 
defense of the area, protection of critical materials and devices 
and protection of key scientific personnel. 

(10) Be prepared to evacuate or destroy all classified documents 
and materials as specified in Security Memorandum No. 6, Hqs, JTF 
SIXEN, dated 13 September 1953. 

(ll) Be prepared to evacuate key scientific personnel. 

3. Tasks For Subordinate Units 

a. The Commander, 'IG 7.1, in the event of a WHITE alert, will: 
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(l.j Zesignate those key personnel to be ev~acnated as e?proplr;lg 
in the best interests of the scientific efforts of the UnIted States. 

(2) Maintain key personnel, weapon and device components and 
critical test equipment in a state of readiness for immediate eva- 
cuation to the extent permitted by the sltnaticn at the time, 

(3) Within means available, assist CT; 7.2 in the preparation 
for the defense of threatened areas. 

(4) Maintain a list of TG 7.1 military personnel to be made 
available for the TG 7.2 combat security force, 

b The Comr.&nder, TC 7.1, in the event of a RXD alert. will: 

(1) On order of ATCO!4 ENIEEX'OK, assist in the immediate evacua- 
tion of those designated personnel whose evacuation is in the best 
interest of the scientific efforts of the United States, 

(2j Assist CTG 7.2 in the emergency loading of vessels and de- 
fense of threatened areas. 

(2) As directed by ATCOM ENIWETOK, remove or dispose of afomic 
weapons components and critical test equipment, assisted by CTG 7.2, 
CTG 7.3, ClG 7.4 and Cn: 7.5. 

(4) Release designated 'IG 7.1 military nersonnel to the lG '7.2 
combat security force. 

c, The Commander, TG 7.2, in the event of a W?TE alert, till: 

(1) Hake necessary adjustment of atoll security forces to pro- 
vide maximum physical defense of the ENIWETOK-BIKINI hTOLLS against 
overt acts and landing parties commensurate with the means and la- 
test information available. 

air 
(2) Be pre ared to move ground defense units either by water or 
transporta ion to the scene of any enew threat hithin the dan- e. 

ger area. 

(3) Prepare and improve appropriate field fortifications in the 
area or island considered to be most susceptible to attack. 

(4) Conduct final coordination with ATCOM ENIWIZTOK and other 
task group commanders as required for implementation of these de- 
fense measures, 

(5) Prepare for the evacuation or destruction.of classified 
documents as specified in Security Memorandum No. 6, Bqs, JTF SEVEN, 
dated 13 September 1953. 

(6) Be prepared to assist C'IG 7.1 in the immediate removal or 
destruction of atomic weapons Components and critical test equipment. 

d. The Commander. TG 7.2. in the event of a RF=: alert, will: 

(1) Initiate the appropriate tactical disposition of his defense 
forces, disperse threatened critical classes of supply and physical- 
ly occupy previously constructed fortifications for the defense of 
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any critical threatened island. 

(2) Defend ENIWKTOK ATOLL, particularly ENINKTOK, PARRY and shot 
islands, from hostile attack with combat security force and, on 
order of ATCOM KNIWETOK, move to BIKINI ATOLL by vessel and/or air- 
craft in event that atoll is threatened. 

(3) A ssist C'l'G 7>1 in the immediate removal or destruction of 
atomic weapon components and critical test equipment in threatned 
area. 

(4) Resis-, and counter-attack enemy forces until the threat is 
resolved or until orders are issued by ATCOM ENINETOK to the con- 
trary. 

e, The Commander_ TG 7.3, in the event of a WHITE alert, till: 

(1) Be prepared to implement the conditions of a RKD alert. 

(2) Maintain str+t surveillance of the danger area to detect 
and report the location and movement of hostile forces and their 
probable direction of attack. 

(3) Deny entry to the danger area to all unauthorized vessels. 

(4) Prepare to assist CTG 7.2 in the defense of the ENIWETOK - 
BIKINI ATOLLS through the use of naval aircraft in close support 
and intercept missions where feasible. 

(5) Provide necessary surface vessels to transport the l'C 7.2 
combat security force to threatened areas. 

(6) Through coordination with C'IG 7.4, prepare to augment the 
airlift capability of IG 7.4 in accomplishment of his missions as 
outlined below. 

(7) Be prepared to assist CTG 7.1 in the disposition of critical 
materials and equipment where required. 

(8) Prepare to evacuate key personnel designated by ATCOM 
WIWETOK by ship and to disperse ships with escorts. 

f. The Commander. 'IG 7.3, in the event of a RED alert, will: 

(1) Defend ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS from attack by enemy ves- 
sels and protect sea lines of communication in the danger area. 

(2) Assist in the evacuation of key personnel when such evacua- 
tion is ordered by ATCOM ENIWETOK. Coordinate evacuation with 
other task groups. 

(3) Deny entry to danger area of all unauthorized vessels. 

(4) Assist CTG 7.2 in the defense of atolls through the destruc- 
tion of enemy aircraft and vessels. 

(5) Transport the TG 7.2 combat security force to threatened 
areas as required. 
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(6) Augment the 'IS 7.4 airlift capability as required. 

(7) Coordinate with and assist ground units by naval gunfire, 
air support and disruption of enemy ship to shore activities in the 
event of hostile amphibious action 

(8) Disperse ships when directed by ATCOM ENIWETOK. 

(9) Assist CTC 7.1 in the disposition of critical materials and 
equipment where required. 

g, The Commander. 'l'G 7-4. in the event of a WHITE alert, will: 

(1) Prepare to furnish sufficient airlift in the forward area 
to evacuate key personnel, atomic weapons components and critical 
test equipment as designated by CTG 7.1. 

(2) Assist CTC 7.2 wherever possible in defensive measures by 
providing personnel for defense, loading of vessels and construction 
of shelters and field fortifications. 

(3) Provide an airlift capability for movement of the 'IS 7.2 
combat security force from KNIWETOK ATOLL to BIKINI ATOLL in the 
event of a threat at BIKINI. 

(4) Assist ClG 7.3 in the detection, location and movement of 
any hostile force in the danger area. 

hi The Commander p TG 7.4. in the event of a RF3) alert. will: 

(1) Provide airlift for evacuation of previously designated per- 
sonnel, critical weapons components and critical test equipment as 
designated by C'lG 7.1. 

(2) Assist in the defense of the atoll through the utilieation 
of liaison aircraft and helicopters for evacuation, resupply of 
smnmnition to ground defense units and conduct of aerial reconnais- 
sance. 

(3) Provide C'E 7.2 with PNIWETOK based personnel for ground 
defense, loading of vessels, construction of hasty fortifications 
and shelters and on order of ATCOM ENIWKTOK the destruction of mili- 
tary installations. 

(4) On order of ATCOM KNIWKTOK, move the TG 7.2 combat security 
force from ENIWKTOK ATOLL to BIKINI ATOLL. 

i, The Commander. TG 7.5, in the event of a WHITE alert. will: 

(1) Assist C'IG 7.1 in maintaining weapons and device components 
and critical equipment in a state of readiness for immediate eva- 
cuation to the extent permitted by the existing situation. 

(2) Consistent with means available, assist C'S 7.2 in the pre- 
paration for defense of threatened areas. 

are to assist other task groups in the emergency loading 
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4. 

5. 

j. The Commander. 'IG 7.5, in the event of a RED alert, will: 

(1) Assist CTG 7.1 in the evacuation or disposal of weapon and 
device components and critical test equipment. 

,th’~~a~~s~~“,;,“,l~--2 in 
e 

(3) Assist other task 

x. All task groups will: 

the defense of threatened areas consistent 

groups in the emergency loading of vessels. 

(1) Prepare a detailed hostile action alert plan, complying with 
Ir,structions contained herein, and forward copy to this headquarters 
not later than 7 January 1954. 

(2) Comply with the provisions of Appendix I as conditions are 
announced by ATCOM ENIWETOK. 

(3) Comply h<th the provisions of Security Memorandum No. 6, 
Hqs, JTF SEVEN, dated 13 September 1953, in the evacuation or de- 
struction of classified documents. 

Administration and Logistics, See CJTF SEVEN Administrative Order 
for Operation CASTLE (CJTF SEVEN No, 2-53). 

Communications. Annex L applies. 

a, In the event of hostile action the Assistant Chief of Staff, J-5 
Division, Hqs, JTF SEVEN, will immediately assume operational con- 
trol of all task force communication facilities. With task group 
coordination, all existing atomic test communication facilities will 
be converted to tactical communication requirements, Minimum tacti- 
cal communication requirements will be included in task group hostile 
action ale* plans. See Annex L for additional details. 

b. See Appendix I for control of electronic radiation and surface 
lighting,-- 

c. Command Posts 

UNIT 

CJTF SEVEN (ATOM) 

CTC 7.1 

Cl% 7.2 

CTC 7.3 

CTG 7.4 

Cl% 7.5 

BIKINI PHASE FNIMEfOKPHASE 

USS ESTES (AGC-12) PAFRYISLAND 

USS ESTES (AGC-12) PARBY ISLAND 

ENIWETOK ISLAND ENIWETOK ISLAND 

USS BAIROKO (CVE-ll5) PARRY ISLAND or CVE 

USS Wl'FZi (AGC-12) ENIWETOK ISLAND 

USS ESTES (AGC-12) PAFtBY 

P. W. CLAFtKSON 
Major General, U.S. 

Commander 
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Appendix 

I- Control of Electronic Radiation and Surface Lighting 

OFFICIAL: 

Colonel, U,S, A&&&ce 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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Appendix I to Annex K 
Hostile Action Alert Plan, CJTF Sm Operation Plan No. 3-53 

CONTROL OF ELECTRONIC RADIATION ANB SURFACE LIGHTING 

1. 

2, 

3. 

This appendix provides procedures for the curtailment of non-essen- 
tial radio, electronic and lighting services on ENIWEI'OK ATOLL. 

Assumtitions 

a. Enemy forces will rely primarily on celestial and/or radar means 
for navigation but electronic emissions and surface lighting could 
be used to increase the accuracy of attack. 

b. The e&ent of control of electronics emissions will be such as 
to satisfy the following conditions: 

cost?: Zo%rols 
e ree of protection to be gained must be greater than the 

0 

(2) Controls will be imposed on all types of non-essential emis- 
sions, 

c. The importance of blackout, dimout and camouflage has been re- 
duced by the developments in electronics devices and bombing techni- 
ques so that total blackout is no longer justified. 

d. The geographical and meteorological characteristics of the is- 
land positions tend to nullify the effects of electronic and surface 
lighting deception. 

Concept of Control 

a. Upon announcement of the following conditions by ATCOM ENIWETOK, 
all task group comman ders will: 

(1) WHITE ALERT 

(a) Lighting: After outbreak of general hostilities, place 
into effect dimout conditions based upon the following criteria: 

& Lighting needed for maximum productive and operation- 
al efficiency should be retained. 

& Lights exposed to the sky or seaward and capable of 
creating skyglow or of silhouetting vessels should be dimmed seventy 
five (75) percent. 

z0 Street and other exterior lighting should be exting- 
uished, reduced or shielded to the minimum needed for safety. 

& Blackout curtain will not be required other than to 
meet the requirements outlined in the foregoing. 

(b) Electronic Services: Normal wartime controls. 

(c) Maritime Navigational Aids (other than electronic)_: As 
determined by CINCPACFLT and CCGBFOURTENN, 
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4. 

5. 

(2) RED AL?KRT 

(a) Lighting: Reduce lighting to the minimum consistent 
with safety in the dispatching of personnel and equipment involved 
in active or passive defense measures. 

(b) Electronic Services: Shut down all. non-essential elec- 
tronic services except key electronic air and maritime navigational 
aids, 

(2) Maritime Navigational Aids (other than electronic): Rx- 
tingtish all except designated key aids. 

(3) More stringent conditions may be imposed by CINCPAC as the 
situation becomes more critical. Such conditions could result in: 

(a) All non-essential electronic services being shut down. 
Key electronics air navigational aids would then be operated as re- 
quired by the Air Defense Control Center (Cl'G 7.3). Key electronic 
maritime navigational aids would be operated only as required by 
CINCPACPLT. 

(b) All maritime navigational aids (other than electronic) 
being extinguished except those required by CINCPACFLT. 

Reports by A'ICOM ENIWETOK will be made in conformity with Annex X to 
CINCPAC General Emergency Operation Plan No. 11-53, dated 20 June 
1953. 

Each task group commander will submit. his determination of key aids 
and essential services to this headquarters. This will accompany 
the task group alert plan. 

P. W. CLARKSGN 
Major.General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

Colonel, U.S. AirTe'orce 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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Annex L to CJTF SEVEN Operation Plan No. 3-52 

COMMUNICATIONS 

1. General Remarks 

a. The objectives of the basic plan are to: 

(1) Conduct tests, commencing in January 1954, of weapons and 
experimental devices in the ERlMX'OK-BIKINI area to include techni- 
cal and measurement programs proposed by the ARC and DOD. 

(2) To provide for the security of the joint task force plus 
TiXIWEZOK and BIKINI ATOLLS. 

b. This annex establishes the policies and general plans for the 
installation, maintenance and operation of communication-electronic 
facilities of Joint Task Force SEVER. Further information concern- 
ing communication-electronic facilities of task groups will be found 
in the operation orders of the task groups. 

2. Statement of the Situation. On 21 May 1952, the JCS designated the 
Chief of Staff. U.S. Army as Executive Agent for an overseas atomic 
test operation-(Operation CASTLE) and assigned the mission of the 
execution of CASTLE to the Commander, Joint Task Force 132. On 1 
February 1953, JTF 132 was administratively redesignated as Joint 
Task Force SEVRN (JTP SJWEt?) with no change in the previously as&n- 
ed mission of conducting Operation CASTLE. 

a. Enemy Situation. The Soviet Union has the following capabili- 
ties which may affect the accomplishment of our communication - 
electronic mission. 

(1) Monitoring or Intercept. All low, medium and high frequency 
radio circuits are subject to constant intercept from fixed land 
positions or possibly from ships, aircraft or submarines. In the 
same manner ad under favorable atmospheric conditions, V?iF trans- 
missions also are susceptible to active Soviet monitoring. 

(2) Jdng- Although it is not expected that the Soviets will 
take aerrpessive action to interfere with task force communication- 
elect&c operations, they have demonstrated their capabilities in 
HFja=M. There also are indications that they are prepared to 
jam in the VRP/'URF bands. 

(3) Other Interference. In addition, it is considered that 
interferenae with the cotmnunication-eleatronic mission or compranise 
of its activities could be affected by espionage, sabotage, overt 
action by vessel or aircraft, raids, observations, unauthorized in- 
strumentation and declaration of war. 

b. Friendly Situation. The following activities, outside the task 
force, will furnish coavaunication-electronic support as indicated. 

(1) National Security Agency (NSA) - will provide experimental 
AFSAY $04 (x) ciphony equipment for the USS KITES firing party cir- 
cuit. 
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(2) Arm Security Agency (ASA) - ~01 provide a communications 
security unit for monitoring task force circuits in the KNIWETOK - 
BIKINI area. 

(3) USAF Security Service - will provide special SSM-4 (SAKSON) 
synchronous -er maintenance personnel and equipment required for 
principal task force radioteletype circuits‘ 

Fi_,i4! u*ry Relay Station @HP), OAHU, T.H., - will be the prin- 
- clay facility for task force trafric, other than air task 

gr&p:F1 to and from the KNIWETOK-BIKINI area, 

(5) Ma?or Relay Station (JHK), KWAJALFZN. M,I, - will be the 
pr;ncipal relay facility for air task group traffic to and from the 
hr~3'ETOK-BIKIhl area; will also provide an alternate relay facility 
for other task force traffic, 

(6) Communication Center (UWFJA). LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO - will 
protide aalternate relay facility for task force traffic destined 
for ZI addressees, 

3. Guiding Principles 

a, No radio circuit or telephone circuit having a radio link is 
approved for transmission of classified information in the clear, 

b, All TOP SECRET and RKSTRICTKD DATA 
off-line prior to transmission. 

traffic will be enciphered 

c. Code names will not be assigned to individuals. The use of per- 
sonal names on voice radio circuita is authorized, 

d. All messages for transmission to addressees outside the ENIWKTOK- 

be transmitted over normal Navy circuits. 

(2TRoutine administrative messages not concerned with Operation 
which may be transmitted over normal Navy circuits. 

(3) Traffic between CTG 7.3 and VP-29 Detachment, KWAJALKIN. 

(4) Traffic between ClG 7.4 and the weather island detachments. 

(5) Unclassified traffic (i.e., weather, aircraft movement) be- 
tween AACS, KWAJALKKN and AACS Detachment, KNIWETOK. 

(6) Intra-task group operational traffic. 

(7 
Relay 

oint 

(& Other traffic as directed by CJTF SEVEN. 

Commanders are responsible that communication security is ob- 
served at all times. 
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e. Personal message serflice, as outlined in CO1 29-2, will be 
available to all personnel in the ELNIWETOK-BIKINI area. 

f, Badioteletype facilities will be used in lieu of voice radio 
henever practicable for communication security reasons. 

g, Since the new phonetic alphabet (alpha, bravo, coca, etc.) is 
not being used by all Services, the old phonetic alphabet (able, 
baker, charlie, etc.) will be used during CASTLE, 

h. COIs issued by this headquarters will supplement instructions 
contained herein, 

i, No cover OP deception plan is to be employed except for decep- 
tion offered by the rehearsals and for such traffic security as is 
provided by the use of SIGTOT-SAMSON equipment on BATT circuits. 

j, No requirements fop radio silence are imposed on Joint Task 
Force SEVEN radio circuits, Commanders of task groups may impose 
radio silence as required for accomplishment of their mission. 

4. Onerational Concent, Capabilities and Limitations of the Basic and 
&Znication Plans 

a. Task Force Operations. Operation CASTLE will be conducted on 
both ~IWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS, which are approximately 180 miles 
apart. ENIWETOK ATOLL v$ll be the base of operations irrespective 
of the scope of activities at BIKINI ATOLL. Joint task force and 
task group headquarters, except CTG 'io3# will be located at 
IXIWEIOK ATOIL, with commanders and key operations staff personnel 
moving to BIKINI so as to be on site two (2) days before and one 
(1) day after each shot. Headquarters, TG 7.39 will be located on 
PAFRY ISLAM) until about one week prior to the first shot. There- 
after, it will be located afloat on board the CVE unless otherwise 
directed. Administrative and logistics staffs will remain on 
lBIwEToK ATOU. The Air Force Task Group will be based on ENIWETOK 
ISLANB, The P2V patrol squadron of 'I'G 7.3 will be based at 
KWAJALEIN for maintenance and will stage patrol missions through 
ENIWETOK ISLAND. During shots and rehearsals, command of joint 
task force air operations will be exercised through the CIC of the 
command ship. The joint task force air controllers will also con- 
trolmovement of TG 7.4 aircraft and the movements of other aixumft 
as may be appropriate. 

b. Affect on Communications. Operations over such widely disper- 
sed areas8 as well as control of operations from both ashore and 
afloat, make reliable and efficient comumnications a mandatory re- 
quirement. 

'&pes of Communication Facilities. A U&ted number of submar- 
&e cable telephone circuits will be maintained and operated by 
Task Group 7.5 to intelrconnect islands of the ENIWETOK ATOLL and 
to inter-connect islands of BIKINI ATOLL, Maximum use should be 
made of these facilities to meet comDnrnfcation needs within each 
atoll because of the communication security afforded by wire faci- 
lities. However, the limited number of cable facilities, wide dis- 
persion of operations and work parties and the number of aircraft 
and ships involved will require extensive use of medium (IQ) 
(BF) and very high frequency (VHF) and ultra ,high frequency 
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radio equipnon?. be',ween and within ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS. The 
use of voice liF radio equipment will be kept to a minimum for secu- 
rity reasons and will be closely controlled. Whenever possible, 
radio teletypewriter facilities will be used for long distance radio 
communications beyond the range of VHF equipment. Automatic on-line 
encryption normally will be used in conjunction with such facilities 
except where off-line encryption is necessary to meet security re- 
quirements. Considerable numbers of VHF radio equipment will be 
used. IT IS MAh9ATORy THAT CLASSIFIED WA'M'ERS NOT BE DISCUSSED OVER. 
ANY VOICE RADIO CIRCUITS INCLUDING VHF AND UHF RADIOS. 

d. Communication Security, Particular attention will be given to 
r?lntenance of communication security and to speed and accuracy in 
?.<ndling of message traffic. 

e. Joint Relay Center. All organizations within the Pacific Prov- 
ing. Ground will be served by one permanent relay-crypt0 center at 
ENIWEl'M; installed, operated and maintained by TG 7.2. Tributary 
stations serviced by this relay center will include Hqs, JTF SEVEN, 
Tc 7.2, TG 7.3 (afloat), TG 7.4 and ships as required. Headquarters, 
JTF SEVEN communications center (PARRY ISLAND) will protect for TG 
7.1, 'Iii 7.5 and C'IG 7.3 (ashore). In addition, routine naval admin- 
istrative communications will be handled through established naval 
communication facilities. 

f, Crypt0 Center. Crypt0 Center, ENIWETOK, will be crypt0 guard 
for all above mentioned tributary stations except CTG 7.3 (afloat) 
and intra TG 7.3 (ashore) traffic. Radio teletype circuits between 
the following points will provide rapid communications between major 
forward and rear echelon task force elements and will be operated 
with ON-LINE encryption, using SIGHT and SAMSON (synchronous mixer) 
for teletype traffic up to and including SECRET. 

CIRCUIT 

ENIWETOK-OABU (UHP) Full Dux (1) 
EKIWETOK- BIKINI 
PARRY - BIKINI (IF 7.1 circuit) 
ENIWJiTOK - KWAJALEIN 
ENIWETOK - LOS ALAMOS 
ENIWETOK - AGC (USS ESTES) 

Full Dux (1) 
Full Dux (1) 
Full Dux (1) 
Full Dux (1) 
Full Dux (1) 

All TOP SECFIET and RESTRICTED DATA traffic will be enciphered off- 
line prior to transmission. This is necessary to meet AEC require- 
ments and because terminal communications personnel are not in all 
instances TOP SECRET or 'IQ" cleared. 

g. A full duplex off-line SIGTOT circuit will be operated between 
the USS BAIROKO and Joint Relay Center, ENIWETOK. 

Telecon Facilities. Telecon facilities will be available at 
Hheadquarters JTF Sm (PARRY ISLAND) Requests for this service 
will be subgtted in accordance with &I item 29-l. 

i. Local Telephone Facilities. Wire telephone facilities cleared 
for conversations up to and including SECRET will be available at: 

(1) TXIWXTOK ISLAND (400 line dial exchange with connecting 
service to other islands of ENIWETGK ATGLL). 
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5. 

(2) BIKINI ATOLL 
of BIKINI ATOLL). 

(connecting service between necessary islands 

(3) PARRY ISLAND (270 line manual with connecting service to 
other islands of ENIWKTOK ATOLL), 

(4) Six pair telephone cables are installed to the following 
buoys: 

MNMAN ISLAND PARRYISLAND KNIWFTOK ISLAND 

LSD Mooring 
CV'E Mooring 
ACC Mooring 
Crash Boat Mooring 

B-l N-3 
L-2 
L-4 

Crash Boat 
Mooring Buoy 

j. VHP Radio ~ackuR. VHP radio relay equipment will be provided 
at key points as a backup for wire and cable telephone facilities 
but communications will be limited to unclassified conversations azrl 
message traffic when such facilities are in use. TELEPHONE OPERA- 
TORShTLLINFORM TELEPHONHUSERS IN ALL CASKSWHEN CALLS ARKROUTED 
OVEXt VHP WE0 mL&Y FACSLSTIES AND USERS WILL BE INFORW3 THAT CON- 
VERSATIONS MUST BE CONFINED TO UNCLASSIFIED MATTERS. 

k, HP Voice Radio Circuits. Long distance and inter-atoll radio 
facilities using HF equipment will be limited to those authorized 
by CJTP S?lVEN. All voice radio circuits will be limited to UN- 
CLASSIFIED matter and the users will be held responsible for secu- 
rity violations. Task group commanders will be responsible that 
such facilities are used properly and in accordance with security 
requirements. Voice radio circuits till be closely monitored. Radio 
teletvne or CN facilities will be used in lieu cf voice radio when- 
ever $acticable. The 
will be available on a 
ing points: 

following long distance voice radio circuits 
closely controlled basis between the follow- 

(1) RNlMKTCK/PARRY - BIKINI ATOLL (controlled by CJTF SJZVl5?>. 

(2) TC 7.1 PARRY - IEMNI ATOLL (controlled by C'E 7.1). 

(3) ENIMETCK - BIKINI ATOLL- KWAJALEIN (controlled by 'IG 7.4 
for the control of air movement traffic only). 

(4) ACC KNIWElQK - 
operations). 

CIC USS EWES (controlled by 'IG 7.4 for air 

1. ESTKS-Firinn Party Cinhony Voice Circuit. A two way VHF voice 
radio circuit with voice security equipment cleared for conversa- 
tions up to and including TOP SECRKT will be available between the 
USS ESTES and the firing party on shore. 

Communicatione-Electronics Mission. Communication elements of JTP 
SEXEN and supporting agencies till provide all essential communica- 
tions to fneure the successful accomplishment of the mission of JTF 
SKVEH and subordinate elements. Such communications will provide 
mazdmum security, reliabiuty, accuracyp speed of service and flex& 
bility consistent with ezdeting technical and logistic capabilities. 
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6. Assignment of Commenication Responsibilities 

a, mssion, J-5 Division. Headquarters. JTF SEVEN 

(1) Coordinate overall task force communications and electro- 
nics activities, 

(2) Assign and control all radio frequencies, call signs, 
address groups and routing indicators. 

(3) Maintain operational control of the communications security 
monitoring unit, Prepare for CJTP SEVEN reports of security viola- 
tions, 

(A) Operate communications center and crypt.0 facilities at Hqs, 
JTP SKVRN, Washington 25# D. C. 

(5) Control utilization of teleconferencing facilities in the 
ENIh%TOK-BIKINI area. 

(6) Prepare 

(7) Prepare 
structions). 

(8) Provide 

Headquarters, JTF SEVEN telephone directory. 

and distribute COIs (Communi cation Operation In- 

for operation and maintenance of terminal VHF ci- 
phony facilities (USS ESTJE . 

_a 
(9) Control distribution of available SIGTOT-SAMSON equipment 

and tapes to meet operational requirements of the task force. 

(10) Maintain a transmission security training program for all 
users of voice radio facilities and a message drafter improvement 
program to insure most efficient use of limited operational commu- 
nication facilities. 

(ll) Prepare and distribute to all task groups the Operation 
CASTLR Joint Authentication System (APSAL 5369). 

b. Scientific Task Gpoup (TG 7.1) 

(1) Operate and maintain special electronic and communications 
equipment required by the Scientific Task Group; this to include 
E.G. & G. terminal equipment at PARRY and ENYU for the TG 7.1FIP 
duplex voice and RATT circuits. 

(2) Initiate voice-time broadcast for all elements of the task 
force, 

C. Army Task Group (TG 7.2) 

(1) Operate and maintain relay center, ENIXEXX. 

(2) Operate and maintain communications centers for Hqs, JTF 
SEVEN (PARRY ISWLND), Rqo, l% 7.2 (ENIWETOK ISLAND) and iA support 
of AFC operations at BIKINI ATOLL. 

(3) Provide crypt0 guard facilities for Hqs, JTF SFXlQ4~ TG 7.1, 
7.2, 74, 7.5 and for other than,intra TG 7.3 (ashore) traffic. 
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The Commander, TG 7.3 will provide crypt0 facilities for Navy traf- 
fic transmitted and received over CTG 7.3 CW Common Net. 

(4) Operate and maintain all land based communications facili- 
ties required at ENIWETOK ATOLL except: 

(4 Task Group 7-4 internal communications. 

(bl Task Group 7.3 internal communications. 

(cl Telephone plant on islands other than ENYMTOK. 

(d? Inter-island and buoy cable systems. 

(e> Special facilities required by TG 7.1 and 'IG 7.5. 

(0 Inter-atoll radio facilities of TG 7.1. 

(5) Operate and maintain backup facilities for: 

(a) The ENIWETOK-PARRY submarine cable circuits. 

(b) The EXINMAN-EXYU submarine cable keying circuits. 

(c) Buoy cable circuits at JXWEX'QK end BIKINI. 

(d) On-line SIGTOT-SAMSON facilities at relay center, 
ENIWETOK and communications centers at PARRY ISLAND and BIKINI 
ATOLL, using standard teletypewriter equipment. 

Es&6) op era e ,L and maintain ENYU terminal facilities for the USS 
-VHF ciphonytink. Be prepared to move, upon 

order of CJTF SEVEN, equipment and operations to PARRY ISLAND. 

(7) Operate and maintain HF radio terminal facilities at ENYU 
for use on the ENIWEI'OK-BIKINI RATT duplex circuit. 

(8) Operate and maintain theater facilities at l!XIWENK ISLAND 
and maintain motion picture projection facilities at PARRY ISLAND 
and BIKINI ATOLL- 

(9) Operate a crystal grinding facility for emergency production 
of crystals for all elements of the task force. 

(10) Furnish emergency power for coxmunications facilities pro- 
vided by lG 7.2, to include the joint transmitter building. 

(ll) Operate a battery charging plarrtfor the maintenance of stor- 
age batteries. 

(12) Provide maintenance for Special Service radio broadcast 
&ation wXr;e and Special Servlce radio receivers. 

(13) Provide personnel and equipment to operate and maintain 
Hqs, JTP SEVXN teleconferencing facilities on PARRY ISLAND. 

(14) Provide a send circuit from Hqs, JTP SEVEN Communications 
Center (PARRY ISLAM)) to central receiving point in Building 20% 
209, PARRY ISLAND, for delivery of teletype traffic for YG 7.1 and 
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TG 7.5. 

(15) Provide such other electronic facilities, the operation and 
maintenance of which are normally considered a responsibility of 
the Signal Corps, which are tithin the capabilities of personnel and 
equipment available. 

do Naval Task Group (TG 7.3) 

(1) Provide internal task group communications to include faci- 
lities for transmission of contact and amplifying reports and traf- 
fic of an administrative nature only between ClG 7.3 and the Navy 
cozunands and with naval operating forces not directly concernedti 
CASTLE. 

(2) Provide spacd aboard US.5 FSTES for housing and operations 
of one (1) officer and six (6) enlisted men of the communications 
security monitoring detachment from approximately D-2 thru DfL 

(3) Operate and maintain shipboard command and control communi- 
cations facilities for CJTF SW and staff afloat to include on- 
line SICTOT-S&SON facilities from the USS ESTES to Relay Center, 
ENIh'KTOK. Be prepared to provide, upon request of CJTF SEVR??, 
comm.anications for CJTF SEVEN to Primary Relay Station, Pearl Har- 
bor (BRP). 

at 
Of 

of 

(4) Operate end maintain off-line SICTOT facilities from Hqs, 
7.3 afloat (WE) to Relay Center;ENIWETOK. 

(5) Provide radio teletype facilities to major relay stations 
OARS (URP) and KWJALEIN (JRK) in case of emergency evacuation 
ENIWETOKATOIL 

(6) Provide and operate electronic facilities for the detection 
possible undesirable surface and underwater activity within the 

l!NXKTOK area. 

(7) Provide comnnnzicatione facilities required by the Joint 
Task Force Weather Central aboard the AGC. 

(8) Provide standard teletype backup for ships using on-line 
SIGTOT-SAMSON facilities. 

(9) Provide connnunications and electronics facilities required 
for air control purposes in the CIC aboard the AGC. 

(10) Provide and operate communication center and crypt0 guard 
facilities at Hqs, TG 7.3 ashore for internal task group communica- 
tions. 

(11) Provide communications facilities, including operation of a 
radio beacon, required for air control purposes aboard the control 
(homing)DDEL 

e. Air Force Task Group (TG 7.41 

(1) Operate and maintain internal task group communications to 
include weather, aircraft movement, air-ground, air-air navigation- 
al communications and communications center (less code room) 
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srr;Fng as L: trlbutar? of Relay Center, ENIh'ETOK. Telephone serv- 
ice on ENIWK'IGK will be prov%ded by l'G 7.2, 

(2) Provide two channels of E3$IWETOK-KMAJALEIN MUX circuit to 
Hqs, JTF !IUEK for tcrrrLination in Relay Center, ENIWETOK. 

(3j Operate and m&int.ain commnications facilities for AOC on 
EliIWKTOK ISLAKE and provide communications personnel as required 
for AOC atoard the command ship. 

(4-) Prcvidc communi cations personnel as required for operation 
of task f:rce weather central aboard the command ship, 

<5) Prclvidii airborne VHF simplex radio relay facilities for VHF 
radio relay between DlICIh'I and ENIWETOK ATOLLS. 

f, AFC Base Facilities Task Group ('I'G 7.5) 

(i) Operate and maintain telephone systems, except on ENIWETOK 

ISLANI. 

(2) Protide an3 maintain wire circuits in the inter-island and 
buoy cabie systems to meet timing telemetering and connnunications 
requirenerxs of the scientific programs and to meet operational and 
administrative communications requirements of Hqs, JTP SEVEN. 

(3) Operate and maintain the LOS ALAMOS terminal of the 
EtNIWETOK-LOS ALAMOS FWR’ circuit, 

(4) Provide alternate ZI relay facilities from Connnunications 
Center, LOS ALAMOS. for forward area task force traffic during op- 
erational periods,- , 

(5) Operate and maintain Tc 7.5 communicatfon-electronic equip- 
ment and, with the assistance OS TG 7.2, military type radio equip- 
ment required for use by TG 7.1 and 7.5. 

IME) Op 
crate and maintain TG 7.5 

0 
boat pool c0muwrications faci- 

(7) Operate motion picture facilities at D.IKINI and IXCWETOK 
ATOLLS (excluding those on ENIWETOK ISLAND). 

(8) Prepare and distribute a consolidated atoll telephone direc- 
tory in accordance with JTF SEVEN CO1 item 40-1. 

(9) Provide a central receiving point for traffic (except TOP 
SECRET and RESTRICTED DATA) for 'IG 7.1 and 'X 7.5 received from Hqs, 
JTF SEVEK Communications Center (PARRY ISLAND). 

g. All Task Groups 

(1) Submit telephone directory and subsequent changes thereto 
fn accordance with JTF SEllEN CO1 item No. 40-1, 

(2) Maintain a transmission security training program fop all 
users of voice radio facilities and a message drafter improvement 
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program to insrlre m=Sf C--AL.. +'--ient use of limited operational communi- 
cations faci:ltlea. 

Hqs (') ' 
rote56 all requests for frequencfes through J-5 Division, 

, JTP SEVPI~. Also report promptly interference problems to thie 
same division 

(4) PrSor to earh she% snd each rehearsal, test all communica- 
tlon facilities and-circutts to be employed during the shot to in- 
Sure their satisfactory operation. 

(5) AS Indicated in paragraph 2, CO1 10-3, task groups may aub- 
tit rsquL.rements for additional COIa desired to Assistant Chief of 

Staff. J-5$ Hqs, JTF SKPKNO 

(6) Distrib&e copies of APSAL 5369 (Joint Authentication Sye- 
ten) to necestxy task group individuals and/or activities. 

7. Special ~e66U~e6 and InSt3XtiOX3 

a, COI, Com6unLcatfons shali be 5x1 accord tith the current issue 
of CFiF SEXEN Communications Operation Instruction8 (COI). 

b, Time, Tne 2!, hour clock, which eliminates the use. of Al4 and 
PM, m be ussd for emreasing time withfn this comma& 

(1) Time 6one %I1 (-12) applies for forward area activities; 

(2) When e6tablistling date-time groups for outgoing messages, 
JAKAP 12; will be complied with, using Greenwich Civil (ZEIPIA) time 
for the purpose. 

c, Weather Communications Facflities. Weather communications 
available tc this force include: 

(a) Net between the Task Force Weather Central on NIWKTOK 
and outlying weather stations at RONGKRIK, MAJURO, IVNAPK and 
KIISAIK. 

(b) Intercept of Pacific Weather Droadcast. 

(c) Circuit between weather central and weather aircraft. 

(2) BATT 

(a) Intercept of Pacific broadcasts, 

(b) Duplex point-tc+-point weather circuit between Weather 
Central, ENIWKTOK and Weather Central, USS ESTKS. 

(a) Circuit between Weather Central, D?l'WKTOK and weather 
aircraft. 

(b) Clrctit from Weather C6&.ral, USS ESTKS and weather air- 
craft. 
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(4) _Facaimile. Intercept of Pacific-Weather Fox in ENIWETOK 
and USS ESTES weather centrals. 

d. Special Communication Relay Information 

(1) Upon approval of the supervisor at UWFJA, AEC Communication 
Center (UWFJA), LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO, will act as a relay point 
for traffic encrypted at point of origin (Relay Center, ENIWETOK). 

(2) Task force traffic destined for KIRTLAND APB, NEW MEXICO, 
(JWFKD) will be routed through SACORNET facilities within the 21. 

(3) Direct on-line teletype service will be provided from Pri- 
mary Relay Station (UHP) to Hqs, USARPAC (URPB) and CINCPAC/CINCPAC- 
FLT (BRPB). 

e,. Search and Rescue. Communications for search and rescue will 
be provided in accordance with "Search and Rescue Joint Standard 
Operating Procedure, Pacific"; JANAP 300, The Air-Sea Rescue Mar&., 
and JANAP 10'7, Joint Emergency Rescue Communication Procedure. 

f, Jamming or Interference. Any jamming or serious interference 
sho,uld be reported frmnediately to the J-5 Division, Hqs, JTF SEVEN 
by the most expeditious means. In emergencies, such reports may be 
made over available VRF circuits or over the local ship-shore CW 
circuit (2836 kcs), using encrypted message. 

8. Communications-Electronic Logistics Support 

a. Logistics Support. Communications-electronics units and sec- 
tions of this command will receive logistics support as indicated 
in CJTF SEVEN Administrative Order No. 2-53. 

b, Standard Equipment. Each task group is responsible for provid- 
ing logistic support for comnn.u&cations-electronic equipment pro- 
cured or supplied by its respective Service. Sufficient spare 
parts will be maintained on hand to insure successful completion of 
the mission. 

c. Non-Standard Equipment. Requests for communications-electronic 
supplies or equipment to be supplied by another Service or equip- 
ment non-standard to any of the military services requiring the use 
of task force funds will be submitted to Hqs, JTF SEVf@4 for appro- 
Val. 

d. Crystals. Each task group will procure crystals through normal 
channels so far as possible. Task Group 7.2 will operate a crystal 
grinding facility for emergency production of crystals for all ele- 
ments of the task force. Task group communications officers desir- 
ing special crystals ground will submit requests for such crystals 
to the J-5 Division, Hqs, JTF SEVEN. 

9., Administration. Joint task force and task group headquarters, ex- 
cept CTG 7.3$ will be located at FXIWETOK ATOLL with commanders 
and key operations staff personnel moving to BIKINI so as to be on 
site two (2) days before and one (1) day after each shot. Hqs, TG 
7.3 will be located on PARRY ISLAND until about one week prior to 
the first shot. Thereafter, it will be located afloat on board the 
CVE, unless otherwise directed. Ldministrative and logistic staffs 
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will remain on ENIWETOK ATOLL. The Commander, JTF SEVEN, task group 
commanders and kev ooerations staff personnel will be located as 
follows L 

DURING BIKINI SHOTS 
ID-2 to D plus 1) 

CJTF S'KVEN AGC 

CTG 7.1 AGC 

CTG 7$2 ENIWJmKIsLAND 

CD3 7.3 CVE 

CTG 7.1, AGC 

CTG 7.5 AGC 

Rear Echelon, Hqs WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 
JTF SEVl!X 

Los Alamos MSALAMOS,N.KEX. 
Scfentific Laboratory 

CTG 7.1, Rear LCS ALAMOS, N. MKK. 
Echelon 

AT OTHER TIMES 

PARRYISLAND 

PARRYISLAND 

ENIWETOKISLAND 

PARRY ISLAND 0rCVE 

ENIWES'OK ISLAND 

PARRY ISLAND 

WASH. 25, D. C. 

LOS ALAMOS, N. MEX. 

LOS ALAMOS,N. REX. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. 

Commander 
Arnlv 

Appendix 

I - Principal 

11: 
- VHF Voice 
- JTF SEVBJ 

Task Force RF Radio Circuits 
Radio Circuits, Eniwetok and Bikini Atolls 
Teletype Network 

FRANCIS c, EuxiE6 
Colonel, U.S. Army 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-5 
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HEADWARTERS.JOM TASK FORCE SEVEN 
WASH!%ToN 25,DC 
20 OCTOBER 1953 160017 

APPENDIX I TO ANNEX L 

COMhUJNCATim FUN. CJTF SEVEN OPERAToNS PLAN NO 3-53 

PRWlFl_E TASK FORCE HF RADIO CIRCUTS 
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TASK GROUP 7e3 VHF CIRCUITS 

LOCATION OP TRANSCEIVERS 

~J;JT~FIJNIT PARiiY BAIROKO CURTISS -_- -- -- m 

TG &ministrative X X X X 

Tactical Warning X I X I X X 

Combat Information Net X X X 

Destroyer Common 

Air/Surface Patrol X X 

Combat Air Patrol. X 

Heliccpters 

DDE - VARIOUS OTHKR SHIPS REMARKS 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X Also Patrol Craft 

X Combat Aircraft 
_- 

Varioue Bikini, Eniwetok and 
Special Missions 

- 

P2Vs an? P4Ys 
._. 

X 
- 

X Various Aircraft 

X X VHF Interception ali Ships. 
UHF Rebroadcast from CVE. 

-_____ 
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TASK GROUP 7.4 VHF CIRCUITS 

LOCATION OF TRANSCEIVERS 

_ __-__.- 

PRCJECT OP CNIT FRED B BIKINI AIRCRAFT REMARKS 

-- 

MaintenancerControl and X 
hxpediter Net 

Six Vehicular and One (1) Fixed Station Radios 

Operational Net X X 

Ship/Air X X Seven (7) Channels. Six (6) for Aircraft Control & 
Positioning. One (1) for VHF Relay to FRED. 

Control Tower X X 

Control Tower X X 

GCA X X 

Backup for Control X Building 89t.o Buildingk-FRED. 
and MOD Lines 

- 

Ship/Shore X X 
__.-- ______.- - --- - _. 

Air/Ground X X 
--- ____._.~ --._ 
Air/Ground X X 



TASK GROUP 7.1, VHF CIRCUITS (CONTfd) 

LOCATION OF TRANSCEIVERS 

-- 

PROJEST OR UNIT FRED BIKINI @ m- AIRCRAFT REMARKS 

IFF X X 

Aircraft Altimeter X 

Aircraft. Radar X 

Radar Beacon X X 
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HEADQUARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Washington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

Annex H to CJTP SEXEN Operation Plan NO. 3-52 

WEATRIUZPLAN 

1, F&?O!Xlbil~ 

* 
TG 7.4 will administer and logistically support wea- 

~her'.~~~~~'as indicated below to provide meteorological data and 
tc perform radioisgical safety missions required by CJTF SIZVKN for 
the c;nducr of operations in the forward area. 

a A task force weather central. 

b A weather reporting element. 

:. An aircraft weather reconnaissance element. 

The weather reporting element and the aircraft reconnaissance ele- 
ment will function under the operational control of the Commander, 
TG '7.4, tile the Commander, JTF SKVKN will retain operational con- 
trol of the Task Force Weather Central. 

b Commander, TG 7.3 will place at the disposal of the CJTF SRVEN 
those serological units which are assigned to ships of the Naval 
Task Group, Anti-submarine patrol aircraft assigned to ClC 7.3 
will make special weather reconnaissance observations. 

2. Rission and Concept 

a; Weather Central 

(1) The Task Force Weather Central will be located on KKIWKTOK 
ISLAND until CJTF SKVKN transfers his command post to the command 
ship, at which time the Task Force Weather Central will be estab- 
lished aboard the USS KSTFS (AGC-12). A forecasting and observing 
section will be maintained on KNIWKTOK to provide the necessary wea- 
ther service for that location during the time the Task Force Wea- 
ther Central is afloat. 

(2) fission 

(a) Collect, evaluate and present basic weather information. 

(b) Prepare weather and upper air forecasts for the task force c 
ommander. 

(c) Provide operational forecasts, flight clearances and 
such other weather information and services in the area as may be 
appropriate. 

(d) Coordinate the operational effort of the outmng wea- 
ther stations and weather reconnaissance aircraft. 

(3) Requirements 

(a) Collect, plot, analyze and display weather information 
covering the Pacific Ocean Area, with emphasis on the Central Paci- 
fic and WARSRAIL ISLANDS. 

x-1 
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(b) Prepare briefing charts and forecasts for use in the 
Joint Task Force Headquarters. 

(c) Issue operational forecasts to Jl'F SEPEN subordinate 
commands as required. 

(d) Coordinate the operational effort of the outlying land 
stat:ons, 

(e) Coordinate the aircraft weather reconnaissance effort 
with respect to tracks to be flown. 

(f') Assume overall responsibility for informing participa- 
tlr;g units in Operation CASTLE of tropical storms and typhoons in 
accordance with procedures established by 2l.@rd Air Weather Wing 
Typhoon SOP. All observations, advisories and warnings transmitted 
will contain informatfon addressees as follows: CINCPAC, AF Typhoon 
Warning Center at GUAM and Fleet Weather Centrals at GUAU and PEARL 
HAREQR- ‘ 

(gj Establish full scale operations on or before the 
shot tinus thirty-five (35) days. 

(h) Plan to remain fully operational for a period of 
days. 

b. Weather Reporting Element. 

first 

150 

(1) In addition to the existing weather facilities in the Paci- 
fic Ocean Area, completely self-contained weather stations will be 
established on the outlying islands of WSAIE, MAJURO, PONAPE and 
RONGERIK. 

(a) Provide surface and upper air weather data necessary to 
meet the peculiar demands of the operation. 

(b) Provide administrative and logistic support to the wea- 
ther central. 

(3) Requirements 

(a) Possess a capability to take hourly surface observaf3ms 
and four rawfnsonde observations daily. The rawinsonde observations 
will attain a minimum height of 90,OCO feet. All observations will 
be taken in accordance with current procedures and expeditiously 
transmitted to the Task Force Weather Central. 

(b) Assemble personnel snd equipment at a central location 
in the ZI by the first shot minus eighty (80) days. 

(c) Insure that all outlying stations are in place and fully 
operational on or before the first shot minus thirty-five (35) days. 

c. Aircraft Weather Reconnaissance Element 

(1) The aircraft weather reconnaissance 
2lifWEOK ISLAND. 
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(2j Mission 

(a) Obtain inflight weather observations in accordance with 
current procedures along tracks and at times requested by the Task 
For*-.+ Weather Central. 

(5) Conduct radiological safety tracking missions. 

(c) Coduct typhoon reconnaissance flights. 

(4) ~cm~uct poet=shot heavy nuclide radioactive sampling 
IL: 551ons. 

(31 RQlrements _L =m__ 

(a) Possess a capability to perform the following missions 
for an on-site operational period of approximately 100 days: 

& Two (2) weather missions each day of approximately 
twelve (12) hours duration, colmnencing on first shot minus twenty 
(20) days and continuing for the duration of the project. 

2" Three (3) weather missions each day of approximate1 
twelve (12) hours duration, commencing on first shot minus four (4 3 
days and terxinating on D-l day or as otherwise specified by CJTF 
SWEN. 

‘J_ Post-shot missions in connection with radiological 
safety for forty-eight (48) hours starting at Hi6 hours, scheduled 
specifically for cloud tracking purposes. Certain of these missions 
will satisfy a portion of the daily weather reconnaissance require- 
ment. 

k0 One heavy nuclide sampling mission for each shot, 
approximately three (3) hours duration to penetrate the radioactive 
cloud at Iii1 hour, 

(b) Commencing on first shot minus twenty (20) days, assume 
typhoon reconnaissance responsibility in the area bounded by the 
Equator9 latitude 250N9 the meridian of 180' and longitude of 157' 
31PE, The Task Force Weather Central will coordinate this effort. 

d, Aeroloaical Unite Afloat 

(1) The USS KSTES will accommodate the Task Force Weather Cen- 
tral during the BIKINI phase of the operation. Command ship aero- 
logical personnel will augment and be assigned to duty in the Task 
Force Weather Central both ashore and afloat. These serological 
personnel will be under the direction and control of the weather 
central comumnder. 

(2) The USS ESTER will make normal hourly surface observations 
only; the USS CURTISS and USS RAIROKO will possess the capability 
of taking hourly surface and twice daily upper air soundings (raw- 
insondes), The serological complement of these ships will be ex- 
pected to make special weather observations when requested by CJTF 
SEVEN0 All observations will be taken in accordance with current 
procedures and expeditiously transmitted to the Task Force Weather 
Central. 

e, Anti-Submarine Patrol Aircraft. Patrol aircraft (P2V) will 
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3. 

4. 

f. 

make ard transmit weather reconnaissance observations every half 
hour during their patrols, using special code (See Appendix III), 

zstructions of General Application 

a, Warning and advisories for typhoons or other storms will be as- 
signed ~%ERGENCY18 (C) precedence. 

t. For purposes of standardization, typhoon readiness conditions 
are defined in the Pacific Ocean Area as follows: 

%NDITION III. Winds of fifty (50) knots or more are anticipa- 
ted -ithin forty-eight (48) hours, 

CONDITION II, Winds of fifty (50) knots or more are anticipated 
within vnenty-four (24) hours. 

CLhDITION I. Winds of fifty (50) knots or more are anticipated 
withi:. twelve (L?) hours, 

c. Relay :f Weather Reports. Responsibility for prompt delivery 
of ~11 weather reports from outlying stations and weather reconnais- 
sar. c dircraft to AACS at ENIWETOK for transmission on the Pacific 
(Ocean Area weather broadcast network has been assigned to the Com- 
mander, Task Force Weather Central by CJTF SKVEU. 

Weat..er Communications Available to the Joint Task Force 

2. Radio Facsimile, Standard receiving equipment in the weather 
ce::tral, both on KRIWKTOK and afloat, with 24 hour intercept of the 
TOICi3 broadcast circuit 63Dl. 

b. Radioteletype Broadcast. Full time intercept of the GUAM blind 
weather broadcast (Circuit 631.~1) in the weather central, both 
ashore and afloat. 

c. Air-Ground. ENIWETOK air-ground station will provide CW and 
Voice channels at specified times for the collection of reconnais- 
sance data from w&29 and P2V aircraft. 

d, E. A CW net will be established between ENIWETOK and outlying 
stations for the collection of surface and upper air observations 
and weather island administration. 

e. Radioteletype Point-to-Point Circuits 

(1) Time will be authorized on installed point-to-point circuits 
to exchange a minimum selection of meteorological data. 

(2) Existing point-to-point circuits will be utilized to relay 
certain weather data collected at CLARK APB and HICKAM AFB which are 
not available on Circuit 631~1. 

General. Times, frequencies and contents of the Pacific Ocean Area 
weather broadcasts are available in current Navy and Air Force pub- 
lications. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Amy 

Commander 
M-4 
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Appendix 

I- Location Chart of Weather Units 

II - Weather Organization 
III - Patrol Planes Weather Reporting Code 

GFFICIAL: 

Colonel, U.S. A%r'%ce 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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LOCATION CHART OF WEATHER UNITS 

JOINT TASK FORCE SEVEN 
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HEADQUAHTERS, Joint Task Force StX’Lh 

Washington ZS, D. C. 

10 J&-ember 1953 

Appendix 111 to Annex hl 
Pleether Plan, CJTF SEW% Operation Plan NO. 3-53 

PATRDLPLANESWEATHERREPDRTINGCDDE 

OPERATION CASTLE 

POSITION DISTANCE TIME W W P D D FFVAA 
h A 

” 

II I I II Tllrlli I 

POSITION- Bearing in Degrees (T) from Eniwetok Island. 

DISTANCE- In Nautical Miles. 

TIME- Zerbo 

ww 

P 

DD 

FF 

V 

AA 

Comprehensive Weather Description (two numbers) 

Precipition; Sector of Visuol or Scope Observation 
Covered by Rain, Reported Directly in Tenths 
from 0 to 9. 

Surface Wind Direction, 10’s of Degrees, Estimated, 
(daylight only; tronsmitt 99 at night). 

Swfoce Wind Speed, Knots, Estimated (daylight only; 
tronsmitt 99 at night). 

Visibility (table). 

Altitude, Hundreds of Feet. 

TRANSMIT REPORT BY RADIO 

M-III-1 



Patrol Plane Weather Reporting Code 

CJTF SEVEN No. 3-53 

VtStBlLlTY TABLE 

0 Under 50 YD. 

1 SO-200 YD. 

2 200-500 YD. 

3 500-1000 YD. 

4 1000 YD-MILE 

5 l-2 MILE 

6 2-5MlLE 

7 5-10 MILE 

8 lo-30 MILE 

9 30 MILE OR OVER 

CLEAR (<l/10) 

SCATTERED 
NO SHEAR 

2/10-6/10 
MOD. SHEAR 

MARKED SHEAR 

NO SHEAR 
BROKEN 

MOD. SHEAR 
6/l O-9/10 

MARKED SHEAR 

NO SHEAR 
OVERCAST 

MOD. SHEAR 
9/10+ 

MARKED SHEAR 

10 

20 

30 

11 
T 

- - - - 

04 0506 07 08 09 

12 13 14 15 16 17 1 E 19 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

3 1 32 33 34 3536 37 38 39 

40 41 42 43 44 4546 47 48 49 

50 51 52 53 54 I 5556 57 58 59 

60 61 62 63 64 I 65 66 67 68 69 

70 

80 

90 

- 

71 72 73 74 7576 77 7E 79 

81 82 83 84 1 B5 86 87 88 89 

91 92 93 94 ! 95 96 97 98 99 

- - - - 

GREATTOEXTREME 

VERTICLE DEVELOP- 

MENT “IN Cu OR Cb” 

. 

COMPREHENSIVE WEATHER DESCRIPTION 

I I 

SMALLTOMODERATE 

VERTICLE IN DEVELOP- 

MENT “IN Cu OR Cb: 

c 



HlZkDQUARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Washington 25, D. C, 
10 November 1953 

Annex N to CJTP SEVIW Operation Order NO, 3-53 

RADIGLOGICALSAFETP 

1. Radiological safety of all task force military and civilian person- 
nel is a command responsibility and radfological safety activities 
will be performed through normal command channels. 

2, Tne Commander, Joint Task Force Sk?JB? will: 

a, Specffy the measurea necessary to insure the Fadiological safety 
of task force personnel and furn%sh technical advisory assistance to 
task group radiological safety officers. 

b. Inform CINCPAC of radiological hazards which may exist in areas 
outside the task force responsibility. 

c. Maintain an information center (RadSafe Office) with displays of 
current a_i~ and surface radexes, radiological situation maps of 
atolls and peripheral aePfa1 and surfaoe areas and such other allied 
data as may be appropriate, 

d. Arrange for the designation of monitors and couriers to accom- 
pany radioactive and special cargo shipments on sample return air- 
craft and to monitor loading and unloading of such cargo. 

3. Task GPOUP CmmmdeFs wllln 

a. Provfde radiological safety units within their task groups and 
insuFe that these units are in the required condition of readiness 
to carry out the radiological safety missions of their respective 
task groups. 

b. Provide cauplete allowances of radiac equipment, and special c10_ 
thing. The requirements of C'lG 7.5 will be included in the allow- 
ances of Cl% 7.1 for necessary issue to T!?I 7.5 personnel during the 
operational phase and for subsequent loan or sale to Cl% 7*5 for 
post-operational use at the Pacific Proving Ground. 

c. Prior to the first shot minus 10 days, forward to C'IG 7.1 (fOF 
use of the RadSafs Center in conjunction with film badge radiation 
dosage control) a listing of task group personnel to whom film bajgss 
will be issued during the overseas phase of the operation. Within 
five days following each shot, provide C'S 7.1 with additions to 
previous lists. Lists will indicate full neme, rank or rate, seAal 
OF setice number if applicable and home station or laboratom as 
appropriate. 

4. Th&Co~UdeF9 lG 7.1, having the major technical radiological saiet,~ 
0 : 

a. Perform all ground monitoring services associated with scienti- 
fic missions except thsse in conjunction with aircFaft and airborne 
collection of scientific data. 

b. Provide l.aboFatory serv%ces and technical assistance to all task 
groups, to include: 

N-l 
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(1) Provision of standard type film badge5 and specified supple- 
mentary item5 of personnel radiological safety equipment. 

(2) Laboratow,services to develop and interpret film badges, 

(3) Records of exposures from film badges. (Duplicates will be 
furnished task group commanders). 

(4) Laboratory services for the radiochemical analysis of water 
samples, 

(5) Prodsicn of primary facilities at PARRY ISLAND radiological 
safety building for calibration, repair and maintenance of inetru- 
ments and storage of spare part5 of radiac equipment. Similar limit- 
ed facilities will be maintained at BIKINI during the operational 
phase at that atoll. 

(6) Monitoring the removal and packaging of radioactive sourcea 
and sample5 except, as indicated in paragraph 4a above, removal 
operation5 from aircraft will remain the radiological safety respon- 
sibility of the task group to which the aircraft are assigned. 

c. Provide radiological safety surface situation maps after shot 
times to the task force and task group commanders. 

d. Provide and issue epecilal high density goggles to specified per- 
sonnel of the task force. 

e. Provfde and maintain radiac equipment and protective clothing as 
necessary for !l'G 7.1, IG 7.5 and specified recovery personnel. 

f. Provide technical personnel to assist task group commander5 in 
the inspection of radiologically contaminated items and the certifi- 
cation of destruction, disposal or unserviceability of such items as 
required. 

g. Maintain a radiological safety center (DadSafe Center) for the 
control of TG 7.1 radiological safety operations. 

h. Provide personnel and equQssent decontamination facilities for 
radiological safety survey and recove~ry operations, 

i. Perform limited fall-out studies within the Pacific Proving 
Ground for radiological safety documentation only. 

j. Assume radiological safety responsibilities of TG 7.5 during the 
overseas phase of the operation. 

k. Integrate within !E 7.1 key radiological safety personnel made 
available by ClG 7.5. Such personnel mill assist C!fG 7.1 during the 
operational phase and will be assigned duties amenable to training 
in the fundamental radiological safety services to be assumed by CTG 
7.5 upon completion of the ovemeas phase of the operation. 

1. Assist CTG 7.3 to the extent. of providing equipment, personnel 
and supervision for rough operational decontamination of aircraft 
ashore at BIKINI ATOLL. Decontamination mill be limited to washdown 
of exterior and vacuum cleaning of interiors. No detailed decon- 
tamination vill be attempted by 'E 7*1 personnel. Aircraft crews 
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uill assist in this operation. 

5. The Commander, TG 7.2 will: 

a. Perform all ground monitoring services associated with ENIWETOK 
ISLAND except In those areas or activities assigned to other task 
grotipe ” 

b. Provide wn radiological safety monitors, fifty (50) of which 
wfll be "Q" clsared for emergency monitor eupport of 'IC 7.1 if re- 
quired, 

c, Provide .lwn decontamination personnel, ten (10) of which will be 
designated for emergency deeontsmination support of 'fC 7.1 if requir- 
ed, 

d. Provide own radiac equipment and protective clothing. 

e, Provide own repair, spare parts and calibration facilities for 
radiac equipment. 

4, Provide contaminated clothing laundry facilities for 'lC 7.1. 

g. Provide contaminated equipment storage area with ths necessary 
security. 

6, The Commander, 'Ic 7.3 will: 

a. Provide own radiological safety monitors, including one airborne 
monitor for each multi-englhe aircraft crew assigned to lC 7.3. 

b Provide own radiac equipment and protective clothing. 

c. Provide own repair, spare parts and calibration facilities for 
radiac equipment, 

d, Provide monitors and decontamination crews aboard each ship uith- 
in the task group. 

e, Provide facilities fop personnel decontamination on the CVE. 

I. While the task force is embarked, provide space for use of the 
radiological safety unit @a&Safe Center) of lG 7.1. 

g0 Provide decontsmination crews and facilities for all aircraft at 
EIKINI ATOLL Limited assistance ashore will be furnished by CT3 
7.1 in accordance with paragraph 41 p as required. 

h. Provide decontamination crsws and facilities for own aircraft 
aboaxxl the CVK at KNIWJDOK ATOLL. Limited assistance ashore will be 
furnished by ClG 7.4) as required. 

i, Provide necessary helicopter air service for radiological sur- 
veys and post-shot recovery operations (monitors furnished by TG 7.1). 

k. 
the 

Collect lagoon water esmples. 

Provide water spray equipment aboard all vessels likely to be in 
fall-out area. 
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1. During the BIKINI phase provide for air to ground reporting of 
approximate air radiation intensities encountered by all aircraft 
operating between KNIWETOK and BIKINI from H Hour to H ~1~s 24 hours. 
It Is not contemplated that aircraft should be scheduled fop this 
specWic requirement alone. Reports till be routed to the RadSafe 
Office at the task force command post by the most expeditious means. 
Re;z- wilf be prepared and coded in accordance with paragraph 7& y 

0 

7. The Commander, 'IG 7.4 will: 

a. Provide OkT radfological safety monitors, including one airborne 
monitor for each multf-engine aircraft crew assigned to l'G 7.4. 

b. Pr-ovide oun radiac equipment and protective clothing, 

c. Provide awn repair9 spare parts and calibration facilities for 
radiac equipment. 

d. Provide facilities for personnel decontamination on KNIWXOK 
ISLAND. 

e. Provide decontamfnation crews and facilities fop own aircraft at 
KNIWFXOK ATOLL, 

f. At EXlWEl'OK ATOLL, assist lC 7.3 in aircraft decontamination with 
TG 7.4 equipment, ae required. 

g. Provide necessary helicopter and liaison air sex-vice for radio- 
logical surveys and post-shot recovery operations (monitors furnished 
by 'E 7.1). 

h. Provide monitoring services for the removal (by In; 7.1 personnel) 
of radioactive samples or data collected by aircraft. 

i. Provide cloud trackfng aircraft for post-shot radiological safe- 
ty "situation data" up to radius of 500 miles in the significant 
quadrant for a period of 48 hoursp starting at approximately Ii plus 
6 hours. Reports will be prepared and coded in accordance with 
paragraph 7&)(below. 

j. During the BIKINI phase, provide for air to ground reporting of 
approximate radiation (air) intensities encountered by all aircraft 
operating between -OK and BIKINI from H Hour to H plus 24hours. 
It is not contemplated that aircraft should be scheduled for this 
specific requirement alone. Reports till be routed to the RadSafe 
Office at the task force command poet by the most expeditious means. 
Reports will be prepared and coded in accordance with paragraph 71(,K 
below. 

k. Employ sfmple codes (to be furnished separately by CJTF SEVEN) 
in conjunction tith the periodic weather reconnaissance reports to 
rsport approxLmate air radiation intensities encountered on wgular- 
ly established weather reconnaissance or cloud tracking flights and 
for reports required from aircraft operating during the BIKINI phase 
between .ENIWETOK and BIKINI from H Hour to H plus 24 hours. Reports 
will indicate the approximate position, altitude and order of magni- 
tude of radiation encountered. 
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1. Develop the air RADIX for each shot. 

8. The Commander, 'FG 7.5 will: 

a. Develop a schedule of requirements for radiological safety serv- 
ices required from C'Ki 7.1 and assist CTG 7.1 in decontamination of 
AEC facilities and equipment as necessary. 

5. Provide key radiological personnel for integration into and 
training w%th the radiological safety organization of 'X 7.1 during 
the overseas pnase of th; operation. The total number and qualifica- 
tions of such personnel will be as determined necessary by C'IG 7.5, 
commensurate knth the assumption of responsibilities indicated in 
paragraph 8c, below. 

c. Assume residual task force radiological safety functions at the 
Pacific Proving Ground upon completion of the overseas phase of the 
operation. Required equipment and supplies will be made available 
at that time to CTG 7.5 on a loan or sale basis from stocks provided 
by CTC 7.1, 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

Appendix 

I - Radiological Safety Regulations 
II - Radiological Safety Office and Center 
III - Hazards Resulting from Atomic Bomb Explosions 

Colonel, U.S. Air-Foge 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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Appendix I to Annex N 
Radiological Safety, CJTF SRVEN Operation Plan No, 3-53 

1, 

2. 

3. 

RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY RFXXTLATIONS 

General 

a, Radiological Defense (RadDefense) operations or Radiological 
Safety (RadSafe) operations, short term RadOps, are general terms. 
They are used to denote the means by which a unit can control and 
confme the damage and radiological effects of an atomic explosion 
or of radioactive material spread by other means, thereby preventing 
and avoiding health hazards to personnel. They are interpreted to 
include measures such as training, organization, distribution of 
radiological personnel, development of techniques and procedures, 
use of detecting equipment, protection or removal of exposed person- 
nel and decontamination of personnel, structures and equipment. 

b, Follcwing each detonation there will be areas of surface radio- 
logical contamination and areas of air radiological contamination. 
These areas are designated as Radiological Exclusion Areas (RADM). 
Prior to shot times, the forecast air and surface RADEX will be 
disseminated by CJTF SEVEN in the target area. These RADEXES will 
represent a forecast from H Hour until dissemination of a later sur- 
face and air RADEX at about H plus 4 hours. The later RADEXB till 
be based upon the master radiological "situation map" maintained in 
the RadSafe Office of CJTF SEVENS Since the air RADEX after shot 
times will be based on monitored tracldng by aircraft wer signifi- 
cant large ocean areas* information promulgated from the forecast 
air RADKX may have to be extended beyond the originally anticipated 
4hourperiod, 

c. The surface RADEX will be determined by actual survey with 
Radiation Detection, Indication and Computation (RADIAC) equipment 
after shot time, The most rapid method of accomplishing surface 
survey in the early stages will be by helicopter flight in and anmxxi 
the surface of contaminated areas. From the radiation intensities 
measured at a known altitude, it is possible to obtain an estimate 
of the radiation dosage rates which would be encountered on the sur- 
face of the ground or water. Actual water samples from the lagoon 
will alsc be utilieed. Ground survey will follow these guides to 
determine definitely the contaminated regions and objects. Formal 
ground survey of the shot atoll, as feasible, will be accomplished 
on H plus 24 hours. 

The Maximum Permissible Exposures (IQ%) and Maximum Permissible 
Limits (MPLs) as stated herein are applicable to a field experimen- 
tal test of nuclear devices in peacetime wherein numbers of person- 
nel engaged in these tests have been previously exposed or will be 
continuously exposed to potential radiation hazards, It may become 
necessary from a study of personnel records to reduce the MPE for 
certain individuals who have recently been over-exposed to radiation. 
Further, the MPEs and MPLs are subject to revision by waiver from 
the task force commander in individually designated cases when cir- 
cumstances indicate the need and justification therefor. 

Due to the special nature of field tests it is considered that a 
policy of strict adherence to the radiological standards prescribed 
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4.b 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

for routine work is not realietfc. The regulations set forth herein 
have been designed as a reasonable and safe compromise considering 
conservation of personnel exposures, the international import. of the 
test and the cost aspects of operational delays chargeable to excea- 
sive radiological precautions. In all cases other than emergencies 
or tactical situations the ultimate criteI=ia will be limited by the 
HTEs for pertionuel, Special instances may arise such as in the case 
of an air-sea rescue within the RADEX OP in the case of tactical sit- 
uation in whfch operations will be carried out without regard to the 
MPEs and MPLs prescribed hepefn, Fap such emergency OP tactical 
cperations the crtteria presctibed below HOP tactical situationswill 
be used as a guide. Wherever possible, however, film badges will be 
carried and RadSafe monitors will accompany such operations to de- 
termine the extent of the actual radiation hazard experienced in 
order that appropriate medical action may be initiated, 

Task force radiation dosage control till start on first shot minus 
fifteer (15) days and terminate upon departure of individuals from 
the forward ayea or on the last shot plus fifteen (15) days, which- 
ever occu~e first. All personnel will be considered to have arrived 
at the Pacific Proving Ground by first shot minus fifteen (15) days, 
Prior and subsequent to this period, radiation dosage control tillbe 
as prescribed by ClG 7.50‘ 

a, The MPE for personnel involved in this operation, as defined by 
peagraph As above, is 3.9 roentgena (gamma only). This exposure 
may be acquired at any time during a thirteen (13) week period of ’ 
the operation. Provided no previous over-exposure remains for com- 
pensation, 3.9 roentgens may be acquired without regard to the indi- 
vidual's past radiation history, This MPE til.l be considered further 
augmented (without eeparate action) by 0.3 roentgens per week for 
each week in excess of thirteen (13) weeks required during the opera- 
tional period defined by papagraph A9 above. 

ba A special MPE of 20 roentgens (gamma only) fs authorized for the 
opeFatfona1 pepiod as defined by paragraph 4# above, fop crew mem- 
bers of air sampling aircraft, 

c. All exposure to external gamma radiation till be regarded as 
total body irradiation, 

Those indfviduals exposed to ionizing radiation in excess of the 
value computed by paragraph 5a, above, will be informed that appro- 
priate remarks till be included in their medical records. Rilitary 
personnel in this category will be advised that they should not be 
exposed to further radiation until eufficient time has elapsed in 
order to bring their average radiation dose down to 0,3 roentgens 
per week, Citilfan pereonnel in this category will be informed that 
limitations on further radiation exposure uill be as determined by 
the laboratory or agency having administrative jurisdiction over eu& 
p8PSOMe1, 

All atoll land and lagoon areas in OP near which a detonation takes 
place will be considered contaminated until cleared fop operations 
by the task force commander. Entry to and exit from contaminated 
areas wU.l be tia RadSafe check points only. 

Contaminated land and water areas will be delineated as such. Per- 
soMe entering these apeas will be eubgect to clearances by the 
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FiadSafe Office, TG 7.1, and will nopmafiy be accompanied by a RadSafe 
monitor, RadSafe clothing and equipment will be issued to tnr per- 
sonnel. 

9. Contaminated land apeas of intensities less than 10 mr/hr (gamma 
only) till be considered unrestticted from a RadSafe standpoint. 
Areas coming -thin this lititation will be designated specifically 
by CJTF SEVER prior to unrestricted entry, 

10. RadSafe monitcrs assigned to individuals or groups working fn Con- 
tarxnated areas or with contaminated equipment during recovery opera- 
tion: will .&t, in an advisory capacity to keep the recovery party 
leader informed of radiation intensities at all times, The recover-y 
party leader is expected to accep. + this adv%ce and act accordingly. 
It is the responsibility of both the leader and the members of the 
recwery patiy to adhere to the lfmits established in these regula- 
tions. The RadSafe monitor will limit his activities to monitoring 
and will not engage in actual recovery operations. 

11, Fflm badges, dosimeters and protective clothing (coveralls, bootfes, 
caps, gloves, dust respirators, etc.) as deemed necessary will be 
issued to personnel entering contaminated areas by appropriate task 
group RadSafe supply sections. All personnel dosage film badgeswill 
be procured from and returned to the laboratory of 'IV 7, 'Ei 7.1, 
where all processing and recording will be accomplished. 

12, All personneltithin viewing distance of an atomic detonation who 
are not supplied with protective goggles will turn away f~om the 
detonation point and close their eyes during the time of burst. At 
least 10 seconds should be alloved before looking directly at the 
burst. 

13. The arrival and proposed use ol' radioactive sources at the Pacific 
Probing Ground till be reported to the RadSafe Officer of 'Ni 7.1. 

14. Transportation of radioactive material to and from the forward area 
shall be in accordance tith ARC regulations fop escorted shhipment of 
such materfal. The assignment of couriers and RadSafe monitors vfll 
be the subject of separate instructions. No radioactive materiaI. 
shall be removed f'rom the test site except as authorized in expeti- 
mental projects. 

15. All samples of radioactive material which are couriered in aircraft 
will be packaged and loaded so as to reduce radiation to a minimum. 
Prior to departure of such aircraft, the RadSafe Officer, 'E i'.l+$ 
will have a survey made of the aircraft cargo to determine if ade- 
quate precautions have been taken. The following criteria till de- 
termine space and packaging requirements: 

a. Prior exposure of aipcraft crew, courier and passengers, 

b. Anticipated future exposures on tripp conafdering length of trip, 
compartmental loading requirements and capability to isolate person- 
nel from radioactive material. 

16. All air and surface vehicles OP craft used in contaminated areasa 
be checked through the appropriate task group decontamination seo- 
tion upon return from such areas. 
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17. The YPLs listed herein are to be regarded as advisory limits for ccn- 
trol tier average conditions. All readings of surface contamination 
are to be made with Geiger counters, with tube walls not subatanti- 
ally in excess of 30 m&cm2 with shield open unless otherwise specl- 
fied, The surface of the probe should be held one (1) inch to twc 
(2) inches frcm the surface that is under obse_rvation unlees other- 
wise spealfied. For operational purposes the contamination MPLs pre- 
sented below tili not be considered applicable to spotty contsmins- 
tion provided such areas can be effectively isolated from personnel. 

a,. Personnel and Clothing MPLS _F_ 

(1) Sbr. readings shculd not be more than 1.0 mr/h~. Complete 
decontamination by bathing will be utilized for readings in excess 
of this level, If the body 1s generally contsminated and especially 
if contamination is on the eyes or gonads, special efforts should be 
made to reduce the contamination level. In general, however, it is 
not considered profitable to abrade the skin or epilate the scalp in 
an attempt to reduce stubborn contamination below 1 mr/hr (about 
1000 cpn), Reta radiation exposure to the hands should not exceed 
30.0 rep for the operational period, as defined in paragraph 4,above. 

(2) Underclothing and body equipment such as the internal sur- 
faces of respirators should be reduced to 2 mr/hr. 

(3) Outer clothing should be reduced to 7 mr/hr. 

b. Vehicle MPLs. The interior surfaces of occupied sections of 
vehicles should be reduced to 7 mr/hr. The outside surfaces of 
vehicles should be reduced to less than 7 mr/hr (gamma only) at five 
(5) or six (6) inches from the surface: 

C‘ Ship 

(1) It is desired to point out that the employment of the ships 
and -units in Tc 7.3$ insofar as radiological safety is concerned, is 
not considered routine usage within the purview of NavMed P-1325, 
YWiological Safety Regulations". Current revision of NavMedP-1325 
indicates that its provisions do not apply for special operations 
such as field tests and that for such operations naval personnelwill 
operate under regulations set forth by the task force commander as 
approved by the Chief of Naval Operations. 

(2) In general, ships and boats operating in waters near shot 
sites after shot times may become contaminated. Monitors shall be 
aboard all such craft operating after shot time, either as passen- 
gers or members of the crew, until such time as radiological rest&- 
tions are lifted, 

(3) Task group c ommenders will take necessary action to ensure 
that personnel of ships and boats are not over-exposed to radiation 
and that ships and boats are not contaminated excessively. The cri- 
terion in both cases 

jL: 
s that no personnel will be over-exposed as 

defined by paragraph &a, above, except in emergencies or tactical 
operations, and that after the operational period no personnel will 
receive more than 0,3 roentgens per week from contaminated equipment. 

(A) For ships and boats operating in contaminated waters> rem 
able allowances will be made to differentiate between the relative 
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contribution to the total flux .from fixed contamination and that due 
to "Shinen from contaminated waters. Fixed alpha contamination 
should not exceed 2500 dpm(disintegrations per minute) per 150 cm* 
of area for enclosed areas (cablns, etc.) and 5000 dpm per 150 cm2 
area for open surfaces uhere ventilation is good, 

(5) At the conclusion of the operation, final clearances will be 
granted by task group commanders or by commanding officers, if so 
ordered, to those ships and boats showing no point of contanination 
greater than I.5 mr/day (beta and gamma) and no detectable alpha, 
Other ships and boata will be granted operational clearances by task 
group commanders or by commanding officers, if so ordered. An opera- 
tional clearance implies that contamination exists and that special 
procedures as necessary are instituted aboard ship. 

(6) Individuals cn board ships of the task force shall be protec- 
ted collectively from hazards of blast, heat and radioactivity by 
mwement and positioning of the ships. 

(7) No ships with personnel shall be permitted inside the 1.5 
p.eOi.line unless specifically directed otherwise. Bearings of dan- 
ger from immediate radioactive fall-out for ship operations till be 
established by CJTF SEVER on the basis of forecast wind directions 
at the intended time of detonation. This danger Fe&ion will be 
designated as surface RADEX. All ships of the task force shall be 
required to remain outside the RADEX - danger bearing, radial limi- 
tation and time restriction unless specifically directed otherwise. 
However, if ships are directed tactically into the surface RADIX, 
movement of sh%ps shall be governed by tactical exposure guides. 

d. &craft WLs 

(1) The interior surfaces of occupied sections of aircraft sha&i 
be reduced to 7 mr/hr, 

(2) No aircraft in the air at H Hour will be at slant ranges 
~PCXII ground zero less than as determined by the following effects 
unless specifically directed otherwise. (Based on maximum predicted 
yield and 20 mile visibility). 

Blast (at predicted shock arrival): 0.5 p.s.i. 
Tnermal (H Hour): Fabric control surfaces: 1.0 Cal/cm2 

Metal control surfaces: 6.0 c&/cm2 

(3) After detonation no aircraft shall operate inside the air 
RADEX or closer than 10 nautical miles from the rising or visible 
cloud unless specifically directed otherwise. Non-excepted aircraft 
involved in routine operations encountering unexpected regions of 
aerial contamination will, immediately upon detecting such contami- 
nation, execute a turnout. Cloud tracking aircraft will execute 
turnout from contaminated areas at a level of not more than 3.0&r, 
If a tactical OP emergency situation arises where aircraft must 
enter the air RADEX or visible cloud, tactical exposure allowances 
shall apply. 

(4) All multi-engine task force aircraft in the air at H Hour 
within 100 miles of the detonation point shall carry a person desig- 
nated as radiological safety monitor, equipped with suitable radiac 
equipment and a RADEX plot. This monitor shall be capable of 
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calculating allowable exposures under both tactical and operational 
conditions. 

(5) All persons in aircraft at shot time or at subsequent times 
Ben engaged in operations In or near the cloud or RADEX track shall 
wear film badges, 

(6) Crew members of aircraft in the air at zero hour will take 
special precautions to avoid (for at least 10 seconds) the direct 
and reflected I&t, resulting from the buret. At the discretion of 
the airplane commander this could be done with protective high den= 
sity goggles, by turning away from the burst with eyes closed, by 
covering the eyes with the forearm, by turning cockpit lights up to 
highest intensfty or by any combination of the above. 

e, I:; ~12" and water the follaring continuous levels of radioactivi- 
ty are considered safe from the standpoint of personnel drinking and 
breathina iuc=microcurie): 

Beta-Gamma W'ter 
5 x 1071 uc/ccc(calculated to 

H 4 3 days1 

Air (2L hour average) 
Particles less than 5 micron diameter 10s6 W/CC 
Particles greater than 5 micron diameter 10-A UC/CC 

18. In tactical situations the military commander must make the decision 
regarding allowable exposures. As military personnel are normally 
subject to only randum exposure0 health hazards are at a minimum. 
Current Department of Defense information on exposure to gamma radi- 
ation in tactical situations is indicated below: 

a. Uniform acute (immediate) $xposure of 50 roentgens to a group of 
Armed Forces personnel till not appreciably affect their efficiency 
as a fighting unit, 

b, Uniform acute exposure of 100 roentgens will produce in occasion- 
al inditiduals nausea and vom%ting but not to an extent that will 
render Armed Forces personnel ineffective as fighting units. Person- 
nel receiving an acute radiation exposure of 100 or more roentgens 
should be given a period of rest and individual evaluation as soon 
as possible. 

c. Uniform acute exposure of appr oximately 150 roentgens or greater 
can be expected to render Armed Forces personnel ineffective as 
troops within a few hours through a substantial incidence of nausea, 
vomiting, weakness and prostration. Mortality produced by an acute 
exposure of 150 roentgens w3ll be very low and eventual recovery of 
physical fitness may be expected, 

d. Field commands should, therefore, assume that if substantial 
numbers of their men receive acute radiation exposures substantially 
abwe 100 roentgens there is a grave risk that their commands wj.l.l 
rapfdly become ineffective as fighting units, 

e. Internal radiation hazards caused by entry of radioactive sub- 
stances through the mouth, thrargh the lungs or through cuts or 
wounds do not exist after an afr burst. Internal hazards following 
a contaminating surface explosion may be avofded if ordinary 
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precautions arc taken, Only under unusual circumstances till there 
be interna? hazard from residual contamination, This eliminatee the 
necessity for masking and consequent reduction of tactical efficl- 
ency. 

19. The RadSafe Officer, 'XC 7.1, will maintain standard type filn badge 
records of radiation exposures for all task force personnel. Records 
will indicate full name, rank or rate, serial or service number, if 
applicable, organization, home station or laboratory, date of expo- 
sure, approximate duration of over-exposure Jn hours and mfnutas 
(for urmy personnel only) and remarks such as limitations on assign- 
nent because of over-exposure. Upon completion of the operation, 
disposition of these records will be as fcllower 

a. A consolidated list of exposures listing military personnei and 
c?vilfan personnel under military control by full name, hank or 
rate, serial or senice number (if applicable), organization, home 
station or laboratory and exposure in milliroentgens, together with 
exposed film badges and control film badges, will be fcrwarded to 
the Chief, AFoP, 

t, A consolidated list of personnel and exposures as indicated in 
paragraph 19a, aoove, including all liEc personnel, uill be forwarded 
to the Director, Division of Diology and Medicine, AE. 

c. individual records of Navy and Air Force military personnel and 
civilian personnel will be forwarded to their unit of permanent as- 
signment for inclusion in the individual's health record (Medical 
History Sheets, NavMed H-8 and the Individual Health Record for Navy 
and Air Force personnel, respectively). For these military person- 
nel exposed to ionizing radiation in excess of that defined in para- 
graph 5a, above, a statement will be included to the effect that the 
individual is not to be subjected to ionizing radiation before a 
specific date, the date to be computed by the RadSafe Officer, TG 7.1, 
to allow sufficient time to elapse in order to bring the average 
radiation dose down to 0.3 roentgens per week. Limitations on Navy 
and .Air Force civilian personnel with reference to over-exposures 
will be as determined by the laboratory or agency having administra- 
tive jurisdiction over such personnel. 

d. Individual records of Army military and civilian personnel will 
be forwarded in accordance with S?i &O-1025-66 dated 21 April1953 to 
their unit of permanent assignment for inclusion in the individual's 
field military 201 file or the civilian personnel 201 file (uhich- 
ever is applicable). These records will indicate date of exposure, 
amount of exposure in milliroentgens, approximate duration of over- 
exposure in hours and minutes and a space for remarks such as limi- 
tations on assignment (as indicated in paragraph 19c, above) because 
of over-exposures, 

8, Individual records of AM: controlled and administered civilian 
personnel will be processed in accordance with special instructions 
prescribed by the laboratory OP agency having administrative juris- 
diction over such personnel. 

f, Upon completion of provisions of paragraph 19a, b, c, d and e, 
above, letter reports will be submitted through channels to the 
Surgeon General, USA; the Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, 
USN; the Surgeon General, USAF and the Director, Division of Biology 
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20. 

21. 

22. 

and Medicine, ARC, indicating, in general, the action taken to dis- 
pose of individual dose records, comments on over-exposures if appli- 
cable and any pertinent remarks considered of interest to the above 
offices. 

Traini%& The inclusion of radiological safety organizations through- _--- 
out the task force will require two general levels of training; basic 
indoctrination and technical training. The scope of instruction with- 
in each of these levels will vary in accordance with the requirements 
of different cperational and staff levels. Basic indoctrination till 
include primary, non-technical instruction in radiological safety 
measurer and techniques, This must be imparted to all personnel of 
the task force to enable them to perform their assigned duties effi- 
ciently within the allowable low exposures, regardless of the pre- 
sence of radioactive contaminants. Technical training will include 
the training of the majority of the personnel who will be required 
to staff the task force radiological safety organizations and perform 
the technical operations involved. This will be accomplished thrcugh 
the utilization of existing Service courses and establishment of 
suitable courses at task group level. This instruction will be de- 
signed to train radiological defense monitors, decontamination per== 
sonnel and radiological. instrument repairmen. 

These regulatiom have the concurrence of the Surgeon General, USA; 
the Chief of Naval Operations; the Surgeon General, USAF and the 
Director, Division of Biology and Medicine, AEC. 

This appendix has been designed for reduced security classification 
in order to facilftate wide dissemination and may be downgraded to 
RETRXTED 0 SECURITY INPORMATION provided all references to Joint 
Task Force SlZVm and its subordinate unLts are deleted. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, US, Arq 

Commander 

OFFICIAL: 

Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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RkDIOLCXXCAL SBFETY OFFICE AND CENTER 

1" A JTP SEVEX rad;ological safety office (RadSafe Office) and a TC 7.i 
radiological safety center (RadSafe Center) will be established for 
each shot, The RadSafe Office, manned by personnel of the Technical 
Bz-anch of the task force Operations Divis!.on (J-S), will operate as 
-,he task forct staff agency responsible for the dissemination of 
ta:k 'crse rndlclogical directives, the presentation of radiological 
shot brleflng mateI-Ial and the maintenance of displays of radiologi- 
cal informatros having an impact on the overall task force mission, 
The RadSafe Center will be established by CTC 7.1 and will serve as 
opera;rons headquarters for the radiological safety activities of 'IG 
7.3< Pertinent data collected at the RadSafe Center will be for- 
warded to the RadSafe Office at the task force command post. 

a, RadSafe Office 

(1) Tne RadSafe Office, in coordination with CTC 7.4 who will 
develop the air RADKK plot, will assemble the overall RADKK situat&n 
and disseminate the air and surface RADEK prior to shot time (fop+ 
cast) and will originate messages from time to time after shot time 
announcing R (Reentry) Hour, radiological clearances of previously 
closed areas, radiological directives to task groups, advisories to 
commands external to the task force and revisions of the air and 
surface RADEK as required. 

(2) The RadSafe Office will be responsible for the preparation 
of RadSafe forecast information for the shot briefings. 

(3) The RadSafe Office will maintain displays of radiological 
information pertinent to the test area and having an impact outside 
this area to include radiation levels on atoll islands and lagoon, 
RADM information, cloud trajectories and their relation to occupied 
atolls and air and surface routes contiguous to the danger area, 
ship movements in the danger area, results of water sampling and 
such other items of special radiological consideration as may be re- 
quired by the operation or the scientific projects. 

(4) Ij&-sical Lccations of R&Safe Office 

a, For BIKINI ATOLL shots: Command ship 

b. For ENIWKTOK ATOLL shots: Operations Division (J-3), 
JTP SEVEN Headquarters building, PARRY ISLAND. 

b. RadSafe Center 

(1) The R&Safe Center will maintain radiological situation data 
on lagoon waters and islands of the shot atoll, based on air and 
ground survey information, supplemented by monitor reports. This 
information will be the basis of periodic situation reports or maps 
and briefing information furnished to the task force and task group 
commanders. 
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(2) Tine R&Safe Center will provide information for the planning 
of TC 7.1 radiological safety operations and for the disposition of 
all working partlee within the contaminated area. It will establish 
radiological safety check points. It will maintain an operations 
table giving details for all groups who plan to enter contaminated 
areas each dayi including name of monitor, destination, general type 
of mission (program or project number) and time of departure and re- 
turn, 

(32 The RadSafe Center will provide special clothing to previ- 
ously designated recovery personnel, have cognizance over working 
. -5dules _ _I of the radiochemical laboratory, photodosimetry developing 
facilities, contaminated laundry, personnel decontamination facili- 
ties, radiac repair, etc, of 'lC 7.1. Personnel decontamination faci- 
lities afloat will be coordinated with existing ship facilities, 

(l+j Physical Locations of RadSafe Center 

For BIKINI ATOLL shots: The RadSafe Center will initi- 
ally ope:ate from the CVE facilities. At a later time, radiological 
conditions permitting5 the center will provide a detachment at pre- 
prepared positions ashore to operate all its activities except radio- 
chemistry and photodosimetry. 

b, For IDXWEl’OK ATOLL shots: The RadSafe Center will opera- 
ate all of its facilities from the radiological safety building on 
PARRT ISLAND (Building 57). 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U-S. Army 

Commander 

Colonel, U.S.Air&ce, 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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1. 

2. 

HA!ZARDS RESULTIIG FROM ATOMIC BOMB EXPLOSIONS 

Nature of Hazards 

a. When an atomic bomb explosion occurs9 tiemendous quantities of 
energy 111 a variety of forms are released. This energy is propaga- 
ted outward in all directions. 

b, The Lmmediate reaction is intense emission of ultraviolet, vi- 
sible and infrared (heat) radiatfon, gamma rays and neutrons. This 
is accompanied by the formation of a large ball of fire. A large 
part of the energy from the explosion is entftted as a shock wave. 
The ball of fire produces a mushroom-shaped mass of hot gasses, the 
top of which rises rapidly. In the trail below the mushroom cap* a 
thin co'umn is left. & The cloud and column are then carried downwind 
the direction and speed being determined by the direction and speed 
of the wind at the various levels of air from the surface to base of 
mushrocvz cap. Part of the energy from the explosion results in an 
ocean surface wave which is considered of minor nature directly to 
the task force. 

c. All personnel of the task force will be well outside of the 
range of all hazard at the time of detonation, except for the light 
from the fire ball. The light of explosion is so intense that per= 
manent injury to the eye may result from viewing the ball of fire at 
close range with the naked eye or through binoculars. Ordinary dark 
glasses will not suffice and ail personnel who do not have the spe- 
cial protective glasses, which will be issued in limited numbers by 
'XC 7.1, must be facing 180 degrees from the detonation with the eyer 
closed. 

d. The emission of dangerous nuclear radiation can be separated 
into two time periods. The primary radiation which occurs at the 
time of the flash is composed of gamma rays and neutrons. Casual- 
tits may result from this p&nary radiation if the exposure occurs 
within a certain range of ground zero. Secondary radiation is due 
to activation of the soil around ground zero and to fall-out. 

t. Following the detonation, personnel entering shot areas will be 
exposed to beta particles and gamma rays coming from induced neutron 
activity in the soil and any fission products which might have been 
deposited on the ground. There may also be a potential alpha parti- 
cle hazard from the unflssiontd fissionable materials which may be 
deposited on the ground. 

Protection 

a. Against the primary radiological. effects, distance will provide 
protection. 

b. Against the secondary radioactivity hazards from radioactive fis- 
sion products, induced radioactivity and unfissioned residue, detec- 
tion and avoidance provide the best protection. Suitable instzts 
indicate both the presence and intensity of radioactivity at a given 
place. Area reconnaissance, the maintenance of contamination 
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Yltuat 1 on maps , the posting of areas of hazard and nunimizfng the 
spread of contaminated material into uncontaminated areas constitute 
the active measures for reducing the radiological hazard. 

c, Personnel within an operational radius of ground zero who are to 
be facing in the direction of the flash will be required to wear spe- 
cial gG,ggles to protect their eyes against excessive light. Person- 
nel within the above operational radius -uho are not provided goggles 
will face,* tith eyes closed, in the opposite direction from the 
flash.. After ten (10) seconds, such personnel may turn around and 
observe the phenomena_ 

2, Imme?iately under the bomb burst there will be an area of intense 
radioactivity extending downwind and, to some extent, crosswind and 
up423 witt gzdaally decreasing intensity, 

'0, Extending doun~$.nd, and to some extent, crosswind and upwind) an 
airborne radi?a-tive hazard will exist, Its characteristics will de- 
pend on the meterological influences such as wind speed and dire&on 
at various altitudes up to the maximum height reached by the cloud. 

c, Contaminat+. water in the lagoon adjacent to the shot site may 
be of consequence and will be analyzed by the radiological safety 
unit of 2% 7.1 immediately after shot time and at other intervals. 

d, Unless care is exercised, individuals or objects entering con- 
taminated areas may transfer radioactivity to clean areas. 

e, E!y means of instruments such as Geiger-Mueller counters and ion 
chambers it is possible to detect the area of contamination and to 
measure the intensity of the radioactivity. Radiation intensity 
will normally be measured and reported in roentgens per hour. Be- 
sides those instruments, dosimeters and film badges will be used as 
ixdicators of the accumulated exposure to radioactivity. Only per- 
sonnel involved in work near, or in, radioactive areas will wear 
film badges to provide a permanent record of exposure, except that 
film badges will be issued to ten (10) percent of ship crews to aid 
in estimating crew dosage in the event of heavy fall-out. 

f. The intensity of the radioactive hazard tends to decrease with 
time due to decay of radioactive materials and dispersion and dilu- 
tion, depending upon climatic conditions. As an approximation, the 
intensity cf the surface contamination from the fission products 
decreases by radioactive decay inversely with the time after the de- 
tonation, As a further approximation, the intensity of water con- 
tamination decreasea by radioactive decay and diffusion inversely 
with the square of the time after the detonation. 

4. This appendix has been designed for reduced security classification 
in order to permit wide dissemination to all personnel of the corn- 
mand andmay be downgraded to RESI'RICTED - SECURITY INFORMATION PPO- 
vided all reference5 to Joint Task Force SEXEN and its subordinate 
units are deleted. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Axvsy 

Commander 

Assistant Chief of Staff, J-Sr_III 2 
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Annex 0 to CJTF SEWJ Operation Plan No, 3-53 

SEARCH AND RESCUE 

Reference: (a) Search and Rescue Joint Standard Operating Procedures, 
Pacific, 

(t) JANAP 3C33, The Air-Sea Rescue Manual 

l__, Res--.ljsse 

a, Responsibilities of commanders for search and rescue (SAR) op- 
erations wLthin their respective commands are set forth in reference 
(a), Speciflcallly, as relates to the area of primary concern to 
CJTF SEVEN, responsibility for search and rescue is assigned by 
CINCPAC to the Ccmmander, Hawaiian Sea Frontier (COMHAWSEAFRON). 

b. Reference (a) further provides that: 

"For tacacal aircraft, operating on unit combat or training 
tissions, the ppfmary responsibility for SAR rests with the 
czmnander exercising operational control of the aircraft re- 
gardless of the area of operation. This responsibility may be 
delegated to subordfiate commanders. Commanders holding SAR 
responsibility as defined above shall insure that their opera-= 
ting forces are familiar with the rescue facilities and proce- 
dures of the SAR area in which they are operating and shall 
request assistance as necessary from the appropriate area SAR 
commander, Once the area SAR commander has been requested to 
protide as&stance he assumes SAR controln. 

Tne paragraph quoted is applicable to Operation CASTLE and pla- 
ces certain responsibilities on CJTF SE;vEN. 

2. Tasks For Subordinate Units 

a, CTG 7.4 wi'Ll?lt 

(1) Have primary search and rescue responsibility for all JTF 
SEVEN air and surface units in the BIKINI-ENIWETOK area during 
Operation CASTLE0 

(2) Take necessary measures to insure familiarity and compliance 
with the provisions of references (a) and (b), 

(3) Conduct the necessary liaison with the area SAR commander 
and appropriate SAR coordination center to insure necessary exchange 
of information and effective integration of JTF SEZVEXi forces into 
area SAR plans. 

(4) Forward requests to CJTF SEVEN for SAR coverage required in 
addition to own capabilities. Such requests will be made suffici- 
ently in advance of proposed operations to allow for the positioning 
of the additional equipment required. 

b, C'IC 7.3 will: 

(1) Require all units to familiarize themselves and comply with 
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4. 

the provistms of references (a) and (b). 

(2) Codoct training and have available suitable Sm equipment 
in order to provide assistance to CTG 7.4 and the area SAR commnder 
as necessary, 

(3) Have available a qualified officer for liaison with CTG 7.4 
or his representative when that commander is carrying out his Z-AR 
fmxr.ions. 

Ihdspecdent Action, -I__ me responsibilities delineated above in no way 
affect the resPorisibilities of any commander to engage in operations 
L-.w, r.ie oxn initiative as the circumstances dictate. Independent 
actor: must te izmediately reported to, end coordinated with, the 
apprn;.riate SAP commander. 

Cc.mmc! and Commuuication 

a, JTP SEVEN SAR activities will be commanded by CTG 7.4 until such 
time as control is assumed by the area SAR commander. 

t, Comma& Fosts 

c3?Fsm PARRY ISLAND, M.I. (while ashore) 
US6 ESTEs (AGC-12) (while afloat) 

Cl.G 7.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . USS BAIROKO (CVE-115) 
CTG 7.lr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . REtWETOK ISLAND, M.I. 
CINCPACF'LT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PKARLHARBOR, T.H. 
(SAR Conssander, Pacific Command) 
COMHAWSEAPRON . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PEARL HARBOR, T.H. 
(Area SAR Commsnder) 
CO, NAVSTA KWAJALEZN . . . . . . . . . . 
(SAR Coordination Centex=) 

KWAJALEIN, N.I. 

c. Commnications as specified in reference (a). 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. 

Commander 

OFFICIAL; 

Colonel, U.S. Air-F&e 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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HEADQUARTERS, Joint Task Force SEVEN 
Washington 25, D. C. 
10 November 1953 

Annex P to CJTF SEVEN Operation Plan No. 3-53 

BOAT PLAN 

1‘ Following is the allocation of responsibility for normal operation 
of boats and harbor craft at ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS during the 
operational phase of CASTLE: 

a, At BIKINI ATOLL. As both CTG 7.3 and C'IG 7.5 will provide large 
scale boat pool service for multiple using agencies, overall control 
of this activity by either task group commander is not considered 
feasible. Accordingly: 

(1) A joint task force scheduling panel consisting of represen- 
tatives from TG 7.3 and 'IG 7.5 will conduct boat pool operations di- 
rectly under the supervision of CJTF SEVEN, who will have final re- 
sponsibility for scheduling control and coordination. 

(2) The scheduling panel will coordinate schedules. The TG 7.3 
member will dispatch Navy boats and the TG 7.5 member will dispatch 
H&N boats to meet the requirements of using agencies. In order to 
permit proper scheduling and maximum utilization of small craft, 
using agencies will be required to plan movement activities well in 
advance and notify the scheduling panel. Normally, requirements 
will be submitted to the scheduling panel prior to the day transpor- 
tation is required. Omnibus and combined trips will be used when 
practicable. 

(3) During operations ashore, the scheduling panel will be lo- 
cated on ENINMAN ISLAND and when the task force goes afloat it will 
be in the LSD. 

(4) Prior to Shot #4 (ECHO), certain elements of the !lG 7.5 
boat pool may be redeployed to ENIWETOK ATOLL. Prior to Shot & 
(KOON), the remaining elements of the lG 7.5 boat pool will be rede- 
ployed to ENIWETOK ATOLL. 

b. At ENIWETOK ATOLL 

(1) CTG 7.2 and CTG 7.5 will continue to operate their respec- 
tive boat pool5 in accordance with existing procedures. 

(2) Augmentation of 'I% 7.2 boat pool operations will be provided 
by CTG 7.3 and C'IG 7.5 if CJTF SEVEN determines that capacity popu- 
lation on ENIWETOK ISLAND requires such augmentation. 

2. All using agencies will coordinate in the establishment of a prior- 
ity system for boat requirements and apply the system to their re- 
spective organizations. 

3. A scheduling panel will be established at ENIWETOK ATOLL during the 
ENIWETOK phase of the operation, if required. 

4. During periods of evacuation, CJTF SEVEN will establish priorities 
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for the movement of boats and harbor craft. 

P. W. CLARXSON 
MaJor General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

Colonel, U-S. Air-F&e 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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Annex Q to CJTF SEVER Operation Plan NO. 3-53 

AIRLIFT PLAN 

1, General. Tne limited availability of aircraft to support inter- 
island and lr;ter-atoll airlift operations will necessitate maximum 
utilization of all airlift equipment in the forward area, To assure 
-mum utilization and provide efficient service in support of the 
overall task force mission, aircraft will be centrally controlled 
and dispatcfied by the commander responsible for providing the serv- 
lc-CI, Using agencies will be required to plan movement activities 
wll In advance in order to permit proper scheduling. When combined 
I a& ;roq lift requ5rements exceed the available lift, CJTF Sm 
(or tic desig.at-ed representative on site) will act as arbiter and 
detePilline priority in light of the overall joint task force mission. 
All us:ng agencies till coordinate in the establishment of a prior- 
ity system for airlift requirements and apply the system to their 
respective organizations, In addition to normal airlift operations 
these aircraft will be utilized to accomplish security patrol 
f1lght.s In support of Cl% 7.2; assist in search and rescue activi- 
ties; and accomplish insecticide spray flights as directed by CJTP 
SEVXN. 

2. Inter-Island Airlift Operations. The following allocation of re- 
sponsibility is established for conducting inter-island airlift 
operations at ENIWETOK and BIKINI ATOLLS during the operational 
phase of CASTLE: 

a, At BIKINI ATOLL 

(1) CTG 7.3 will provide a helicopter airlift system, operating 
from the CVE and from EININMAN ISLAM). 

(2) As required by CJTF SEVENJ, CTG 7.4 Kill place additional 
helicopters and personnel under the operational control of CTG 7.3 
to augment the TG 7.3 helicopter lift system. 

(3) CTG 7.3 will schedule and dispatch all helicopters. 

(4) Normally, requirements for helicopter use will be submitted 
to ClG 7.3 by using agencies prior to the day lift is required. Re- 
quirements will be detailed to include complete inter-island itiner- 
ary and lift load, 

(5) Helicopter service for immediate reentry activities till be 
conducted from the CVF.:, 

b, At RNIW?PTOK ATOLL 

(1) CTG 7.4 will provide a liaison aircraft and helicopter lift 
system, operating,from RNIWETOK ISLAND. 

(2) CTG 7.2 will place the Army helicopter element under opera- 
tional control of CTG 7.4. 

(3) Upon completion of RIKINI operations, Cl% 7.3 w-ill place 
additional helicopters under the operational control of CTG 7.4, if 
required by CJTF SEVEN to augment the TG 7.4 helicopter lift system. 
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(4) CIC 7,~ win s&&u18 and dispatch all liaison and helicop- 
ter aircraft,. 

(5) Ikrally, requirements for liaison aircraft and helicopter 
use will be eubmitted to CTG 7.4 by using agencies prior to the day 
lifi 1s required, Requirements will be detailed, to include com- 
plex inter-island itinerary and lift load. 

3. Infer=AT,oll Airlift Gp - erations 

A, CTG 7.4 will provide an inter-atoll airlift system between 
ZE'L'ZTOK and BIKINI ATOILS, with flights to other atolls in the for- 
ward xea as required to support joint task force elements, 

t. Xormally, requirements for personnel and cargo space will be 
placed with CTG 7.4 by using agencies prior to the day lift is re- 
quired. 

Cn KODN minus one day, all C-47 aircraft will be withdrawn from 
Z&iWETX-BIKINI service. Subsequent to KGGN shot the ENIWETOK-BIKINI 
service will be provided by PBM aircraft, taking off from ENIWKTOK 
ISiXD airstrip and landing in the BIKINI lagoon. 

d. C'X 7.3 will place two (2) PBM aircraft under the operational 
control of CTG 7.4 to augment the ENIWETOK-BIKINI airlift system. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. 

Commander 

OFFICIAL; 

WILLIAM S, CCMART. 
Colonel, U.S. Air-PO&e 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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Annex R to CJTF SEVEN Operation Plan No. 3-52 

SHOT PHASE EVACUATION AND REENTRY PLAN 

3 L_ This plan envisages the employment of one (1) transport ship of the 
AP type to accommodate approximately fifty (50) percent of personnel 
to be evacuated during designated phases of the operation. The re- 
maining personnel to be evacuated will be accommodated aboard 
assigned task force vessels. 

2, Tne current concept as to effects of the BIKINI detonations on vari- 
cw, islands and installations of BIKINI ATOLL necessitates that per- 
sonnel evacuation be accomplished as follows: 

a. Shot #l (JUVO). Shot #2 (DNION). Shot #3 (YANKEE), Shot #5 
NKCTAR. Shot $6 (ROXEO1 

(1) With the exception of the firing party on ENYU (and possibly 
a srall maintenance party onENINMAN), BIKINI ATOLL will be evacua- 
ted of all personnel, The number of,personnel on ENYD (and KNINMAN) 
will be within the capability of helicopter lift. 

(2) In the event of excessive contamination of the ENSNMAN IS- 
LAND camp, a limited capability will exist for indefinite operations 
from afloat. 

(3) Boat pool craft, not accompanying the evacuation to sea, will 
either be anchored in deep water in the southern part of BIKINI 
lagoon or beached on the EKINMAN ISLAND group or ENYIJ ISLAND. 

b. Shot #7 (KOON). Total pre-shot evacuation of all personnel (less 
Firing Party on ENYU) will be necessary. Equipment not previously 
redeployed to ENmTOK ATOLL will be relocated on KNYU (and/or 
BIKINI) ISLAND prior to shot time. 

c, Shot #4 (ECHO).. There will be no pre-shot evacuation of person- 
nel from ZWXEIOK ATOLL although all personnel will be moved from 
the northern islands to ENIWKTOK and PARRY ISLANDS prior to time of 
shot. 

3. Relocation of equipment and materiel during the various phases of 
the operation will be in conformity with plans formulated on site. 

4. During the ENIWEX'OK phase of the operation, the task force will 
maintain a capability for emergency post-shot evacuation, Such an 
evacuation will be executed on order of CJTF SEVEN in the event 
radiological contamination conditions so dictate; will be for per- 
sonnel safety only; and will not involve materiel or personal be- 
longings other than toilet articles. Any such evacuation w-ill be 
capable of accomplishment on four (4) hours notice. During shot 
phases at BIKINI,, personnel at ENIWEfOK ATOLL will be in an alert 
status. Although remote, there is a possibility that ENIWETOK ATOLL 
will be subjected to radioactive fall-out during BIKINI operations. 
In the event radioactive fall-out is detected at ENIWETOK ATOLL, a 
predesignated signal will be given at which time all personnel will 
proceed to covered areas (buildings and tents) and remain under 
cover until an all clear signal is sounded. Should over-contamina- 
tion become apparent, CJTF SEVEK will order that an evacuation be 
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5 

6, 

7, 

conducted, using available aircraft and sea-going vessels. Should 
it become necessary-g, specified task force vessels will proceed, on 
order of CJTP SEvEh’, from BIKINI to ENIWETOK to assist in the emer- 
gency evacuation of all endangered personnel. Detailed instructions 
till be dlssetinated on site. 

If reentry to either or both atolls is delayed beyond the period 
that the task force can reasonably sustain itself afloat, provisions 
v.ill be mad5 for an alternate destination landing. 

Det,Tiled ir,jtructicns for evacuation and reentry wZ~ be contained 
r:: she: directives published XI the forward area prior to each shot. 
Tne Assisrannt Chief of Staff, J-4, Headquarters3 JTF SEVEN, will 
-a-crilinatte the preparation of all detailed evacuation and reentry 
;?a~; on site Each taFk group commander n-ill designate an evacua- 
Len c,Dfieer :o assist in the preparation of these plans. 

Tasks for !Mzrdinate Units -_L- 

a CTG a; 

(L> Be responsible 4~ the r‘emoval of all,TG 7.1 personnel from 
ttIc 5:??' site danger area prior to each shot. 

(2j Mxr. directed by CJTF SEVEN and tith facilities made availa- 
ble by CTC 7.3 and CTC 7.59 evacuate l'G 7.1 personnel from BIKINI 
ATOLL. 

(“ EC prepared, on order of CJTF SEEN, to conduct emergency 
post-;(ot evac-uation of 'E 7.1 personnel from ENIWFPOK ATOLL (less 
ENIWEX'OK ISMD). 

b E _7,2 be prepared, on order of CJTF SEVEN, to conduct 
emergency post- shot evacuation from FiUhBTOK AT0I.L of all personnel 
based on EEWEXOK ISLAND. 

(1) Provide shipboard command, control and communi cation3 faci- 
lities for CJTF SEVEN and staff; also provide command and adminis- 
trative space for Headquarters, lG 7.1 and TG 7.5. 

(2) Provide facilities afloat 'to house elements of the joint 
task force while afloat at BIKINI. Augmentation of housekeeping 
personnel for 'Ki 7.1 and 'E 7.5 will be provided for by CTG 7.5. 

(3) Provide capability for emergency post-shot evacuation of 
personnel when pre-shot evacuation has not been conducted.. 

(4) Direct the movement of the evacuation vessels at sea in 
accordance b+th on-site shot directives. 

(5) Provide a helicopter lift system to support evacuation, re- 
covery and reentry operations. 

(6) Provide for the security of the task force afloat. 

(7) Assist Cl'G 7.5 in the mwement of BIKINI based personnel to 
designated vessels. 
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d. C'E 7.4 till: 

(I) Q use of assigned aircraft, assist in the emergency evacua- 
tion of personnel from endangered areas. 

(2) Assist Tc 7.2 in the emergency evacuation of personnel based 
on EUWETOK ISLAND. 

e. CTG 7.5 will: 

(1) When directed by CJTF S?ZVEN and with facilities made availa- 
ble by Cl'G 7.3 and Cl5 7.4, evacuate 'IG 7.5 personnel and supporting 
military personnel from BIKINI ATOIL. 

(3) Be prepared, upon directive from CJTF SEVEX, to conduct 
emergency post-shot evacuation of TG 7.5 personnel from aJIwEpOK 
ATOLL, less ENIWETOK ISLAND. Aesume responsibility for the evacua- 
tiox of TG 7.2 Mp personnel from EBERIRU ISLAND. 

(3) Augment the shipboard housekeeping personnel of ClG 7.3 with 
such personnel as necessary to support TG 7.1 and TG 7.5 elements 
afloat. 

(4) Assist in reentry operations as required. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

OFFICIAL: 

Colonel, U.S. Air-Fo%e 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

r IWW&l. The &C and the Denartment of Defense have indicated that 
"Cfficial ChserverS" will bc* kept at e minimum and On a basis of 
%cd to knolq'!. This st&tcrr.snt is interpreted to mean those who 
arc familiar vith the technical issues involved in the experiments 
anri whose cur:*ent assignments include L genuine need for knowledge 
of the operaticn, 

Numbtr of Observers Authorized. The CSTF SEWN has recommended 
that twenty (20) gthe ceili:g fi+re for the number of "Official 
Observers" to be present for any specified shot. This Ceiling ia 
imposed because of limited facilities and the intense activity pre- 
ceding and following a shot. 

Invitations. Invitations mill be extended by the AEC and the 
Military Liaison Committee. 

Security. Invitations sill include pertinent security instructions 
pertaining to classification of the oper=tion. ifith the acceptance 
of invitations, observers vi11 be required to sign a Security aO- 
iacoeledgement. Hqs, JTF SEEN Security Memorandum No. 7, dated 22 
October 1953, wa .$a, applies. All observers will be Wt cleared. 

Policy. It is the policy of this headquarters that mitten re- 
quests for official observer space received by task group comman- 
ders or staff officers of this headquarters be forwarded to CJTF 
SEVEN, Attention: Chief of Staff. Individuals submitting verbal 
requests or inquiries will be informed that such requests should 
be submitted either to the AEC or the Military Liaison Committee. 

Frocedure. The names of observers who have been extended in- 
vitations will be submitted to CJTF SEVEN. CJW EVEN ~411 dele- 
gate responsibilities for preliminary planning and conduct of .the 
program. Details pertinent to the conduct of the program will in- 
clude issuance of orders, sugeested clothing and eauioment, trans- 
portation, reception, qu&te&g, messing, ihe is&a&e 
sarg administrative instructions and briefings. 

of neces- 

P. M. CLARKSON 
Major General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

OFFICIAL: 

Colmel, U.S. A&Force 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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oFFIcI~oBsERvExPLAN 

TO BE DISTRIBUTED AT A LATEFf DATE 
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Annex T to CJTF SEVEN Oneration Plan NO. 3-52 

1, General Situation -- 

a. Operation CASTLE 
tnre as 2 basis for: 

will be recorded on film, still and motion pic- 

(I) A task force 
Operation CASTLE. 

commander's visual report to AM: and the JCS of 

(2) A short film (so called "quickies") to be available as soon 

PHOTCGRAPHY PLAN 

aher each shot 2s possible. 

(3) Additional footage required in the production of a film 
"epicting the history of weapons development. 

(!+) A technical report film (approximately 45 minutes) depicting 
Armed Fcrces participation in CASTLE. 

(5) Required technical coverage. 

(6) A photographic record for historical purposes. 

(7) A short, unclassified version of (1) above (approximately 
15 minutes). 

b. The JCS have established a military requirement for the USAF 
Lookout Mountain Laboratory to support CASTLE and Hq, USAF has 
approved its employment to support a technical report photography 
unit in TG 7,l. 

2. Technical Report Photography Requirements 

a. Sufficient motion picture and still coverage of events will be 
accomplished to produce the following: 

(1) The CJTF SEVEX visual report to the AJ?C and the JCS. This 
film, approximately forty-five (45) minutes in duration, will con- 
tain only a limited amount of technical details and will be classi- 
fied not higher than SEFtET. The extent of technical coverage will 
be governed by the classification conditions at the time the film is 
produced, It will be tailored for wide distribution to persons con- 
cerned with supporting the AEX but who do not require extensive 
technical information (Congressmen, 
etc.). 

Bureau of the Budget officials, 

(2) A short film produced after each shot to provide quick AS- 

ual information to Commissioners and other ABC personnel. These 
will be tailored to provide more detailed information than the cus- 
tomary post-shot statement of yield and degree of success normally 
provides. Speed of production will be the keynote. No classifica- 
tion limitation will be placed on these films. 

(3) Additional footage required in the later production by AM: 
of a film depicting the entire history of weapons development. No 
classification limitation will be placed on this footage. 
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(4) A technical report film (approximately 45 minutes) depicting 
Armed Forces participation in CASTLE. 

(5) Complete still coverage of the operation, including photo- 
graphs fcr reproduction in the narrative history of the operation, 
a-E required. 

(6) A short, unclassified version of (l), above, (approximately 
15 ;runutes). This film will be tailored for wide dissemination. 

b, D:stribution and Control will be as follows: 

(1) Film (except first-run prints) produced in accordance with 
A?% requirements will be distributed and controlled by the Division 
of Military Application, USARC, in conformity with existing ARC poli- 
cies and procedures at the time the film is edited. 

(21 Film (except first-run prints) produced in accordance with I 
DOD requirements will be distributed and controlled by AFSWP in con- 
formity with existing DOD policies and procedures at the time the 
film is edited, 

(3) Complete cataloging and indexing of all film exposed in the 
operation, both still photographs and motion picture footage, will 
be accomplished. Cataloging will be accomplished by the microfilm 
process, with one (1) copy of the final catalog distributed to AEC, 
LOS ALMOS and one (1) copy to AF'SWP. The DMA and AF'SMP will be the 
coordinating authority for additional prints required by AEC and DOD 
agencies, respectively, fOF any stock footage shown in the catalog. 

co Assignment of Tasks to Subordinate Units. 

(1) KG 7.3. till: 

(a) Plan the technical report photography program for CASTI. 
to meet the aforementioned requirements. 

(b) Prepare script for the motion picture requirements. 

(c) Procure and store photographic supplies and equipment 
required to conduct the photography program. 

(d) Execute the photography program in accordance with ap- 
proved plans and produce required motion picture and still. photo- 
graphy. 

(e) Assign proper security classification to all operations, 
equipment, supplies and pictures of the photography program. 

(f) Safeguard all exposed film in accordance with proper 
security classification, Original negatives and library prints of 
all technical report films will be stored at Lookout Mountain Labor- 
atory. 

(g) Coordinate technical report photography operations with 
technical photography operations as practicable, particularly in the \ 
conrmon use of support services. 

(h) Perform additional tasks as assigned by CJTF S?ZVEN. 

(2) Other task groups will support TG 7.1 as required in photo- 
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graphic reccrdlng of operation 2 involving rhe~r respective task 
group:, 

3. Technical Photographg 

2. General Situation, Ry "Agreement Between Armed Forces Special --_I__ 
Weapons Projert 2nd Atomic Energy Commission Regarding Exchange of 
Photography from AtomLc Weapons Tests", details were formulated for 
the mutual exchange of photography accomplished at atomic weapons 
reat2 and methods designed for implementing the agreement, particu- 
lZrl:J aE rogirda file selection, dzstribution, storage., classifica- 
t: c':. _ reproduc;;on and funding thereof, 

t, -.:hnic;l_Photogra~hic Requirementsi The photographic coverage 
2: i-f:ned x the above sgreement will be made available to the re- 
spazt::e agencies in accordance with the applicable portions of the 
agreement, except that advance prints of technic21 report photogra- 
phy prods.ed under the previsions of paragraph 1, above, will not be 
furnished tc an? agencies prior to form21 release of the entire 
coz-_-a;? by CJTF ST'EN, 

c, L::r;, i.:4., -4’ --r 2nd Control. 
of ~iieab~~-a 

Photography con&g within the purview 
I agreement (except as noted in paragraph 2b, above) will 

be dis:ribu:ed and controlled in accordance with the applicable 
portions t?.ert-.f. 

d. Assignment of Tasks fo Subordinate Units, 

(1) CTG 7.1. 
phctography, 1s. 

hho will normalljr control the bulk of the technical 
charged with coordination of the mutual exchange of 

prints coming within the purview of the agreement 2nd this annex. 

(2) Lthsr task groups *will support TG 7.1 as required in photo- 
graphic recording of technical operations involving their respective 
task group:. 

4. Comm2ndera of all task groups will establish necessary procedures to 
assure that complete control accountability is maintained of all 
~",ctcgraphic equipment and supplies to protect them from damage, 
Ltericration and w2ste. Strict econow will be practiced in the 
use cf fi'lm and other photographic mderials 2nd critical supplies. 

P. W. CLARKSON 
I42jo~ General, U.S. Army 

Commander 

OFPICIAL: 

Colonel, U.S. Air-%rce 
Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3 
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